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bstract 
This thesis compares cunicuiar and textuai documents from 

Germany/Bavaria and Canada/Manitoba with regard to the centrai topic of 
heat and temperature. Such a cornparison reveals the importance of 
recognizing the differences in age and societal background when selecting 
the concepts that are to be studied. The local environment of the children 
must be considered when chosing the exernplars to iilustrate the scientific 
concepts, 

Children leam about the world through th& sensory perceptions and 
fom conceptions that are satisfactory to them even though they are often 
contradic tory. These conceptions are often calleci " preconceptions" when 
the child enters the classroom and encounters the concepts of science. The 
role of the teacher is to lead the child from the preconceptions to an 
understanding and acceptance of the "scientifïc" concepts. Mucation 
research clearly shows the "robusmess" of these preconceptions. In 
response to this problem, some researchers argue that the preconceptions 
and the language used need not be discarded if emphasis is placed on 
teaching the student the importance of a particular context of usage. 
Indeed, some preconceptions may actuaily be u s a  in the development of 
scientific concepts. 

The histoncal development of concepts regarding heat and 
temperature involved a concept that seems to be such a natural 
preconception in children, namely the idea of calonc. This thesis argues 
that the notion of caloric can become a useN pedagogical device until the 
student is intellectually capable of understanding the more cornplex, 
scientifically accepted explanation. 

The concepts of heat and temperature were considered to be 
equivalent until the mid 18th century when the development of accurate 
thennometers made it possible for scientists to differentiate between 
these two concepts. It is with these two concepts that the discarded 
"caloric" theow of heat can be used effectively in teaching students the 
Merence between heat and temperature. By using the caloric theory, 
teachers c m ,  in a sense, replicate the historical development as they teach 
these concepts. The kinetic mo1ecular theory can then be introduced as a 
natural progression to present-day scientific understanding. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction and Rationale 

Introduction: 

I spen t the school year of 1 982-83 as an exchange teacher in West 

Gennany. #en the principal discovered that 1 was a science teacher who 

spoke German he imrneâiately suggested that 1 teach science at the grade 

5, grade 6 and grade 8 levels. Since there was a shortage of science 

teachers in Gerrnany at that tirne, the principal urged me to teach science 

exclusively. This was clearly an unusual situation since North American 

teachers are most often assigned and expected to teach English language 

courses only. 1 was given four grade 5 classes, four grade 6 classes and 

five grade 8 classes. Each class consisted of 25 - 30 students. One 

consequence of this assigrnent was that each class was aiîotted only one 

45 minute period of science instruction per week in grades 5 and 6 and 

one and one half 45 minute periods in grade 8. Another, more f o m a t e  

consequence was that 1 was able to teach only science and was thus in the 

position to leam about science teaching in Gemany and to enjoy a reduced 

work load. 

When 1 approached Dr. SWer to discuss a thesis topic, he suggested 

that I define a problem based on my teaching qerience in a Cerman 

school. Being fluent in German and acquainted with German sdence 

education, Dr. Stinner seemed to be the ideal person to advise me on such 

an undertaking. 

After some reflection I decided to investigate what the literature has 

to say regarding the teaching of the centrai concepts of heat and 

temperature. In order to connect the literature information to my 

experience in Germany, 1 also wanted to compare the treatnient of the 



important topic of heat energy at the middle school level in 

Canada/Ma~toba and Germany/Bavaria as presented in the respective 

ctmiculurn guides and cment  texts. Surprisingly, there are few 

comparisons of this kind in the science education literature. While there 

are reports of intemational test results, comparisons of specific content 

and the corresponding teaching approaches have not k e n  made. In fact, 1 

could not even find comparisons of specific subject matter as presented in 

textbooks. Moreover, there seems to be no literature that compares the 

teaching svles in the two countries. What 1 did find was a description of 

physics instruction in various European countries, Dreyer ( 1992), Grim et 

al. (1992), Henderson, (1992), Holec et al. (1992), but I could find no 

detailed comparisons. Therefore, the cornparison I am undertaking may be 

the first of its kind and 1 wiil therefore not be able to answer more than a 

few of the questions that might be asked nor will 1 be able to address 

rnany issues conceniing the topic. 

In view of the findings of developrnental psychologists (Piaget and 

others) that students' conceptual development in saence follows much the 

same sequence as the historical development of these concepts, the 

foilowing questions suggest themselves: 

1. What does history teU us about how the concepts of heat and 

temperature were developed? 

2. What are the recent findings about students' common-sense 

prescience conceptions relative to the topic of heat and temperature? 

Further to this, to what extent are any of these prescience conceptions 

useful in the teaching of the scientific concepts of heat and temperature? 

3. How do the curicula and reîated texts of Germany/Bavaria and 

CanaWManitoba compare as to concept presentation? 



4. What implications for the science classroom teacher does the 

literature and the cornparison of the curricuiar materials and textbooks 

suggest? 

These are the questions that will guide my reading and study of 

recent literatwe, the cdcu lum guides and the textbooks. 



Chapter 2 Framework and Methodology 

Educational Jvisdictions 

The cornparison of curricula and texts that ! am undertaking involves 

two widely separated educational jurisdictions. Bavaria, is a "Land" (state) 

situated in the southern-most part of Germany and has been in existence 

for many centuries. Its culture and educational practices have developed 

throughout many centuries. According to a recent curriculum publication 

produced by the Education Ministry in Munich, its education policies are 

held in great esteern by the general public in Bavaria as well as by the 

education ministries in the other German "Lander" (states). In fact. the 

document evplicitly states that the cultural and economic contributions and 

achievements of Bavarians can be used as evidence that the educational 

policy compares favourably to any other German or European educational 

practice and policy. 

The educationai pohcy and cumiculurn in G m a n y  is detemiined by 

each "Land". The federal governrnent cm make suggestions to aii the 

educational mînistries and in this way try to achieve a fairly uniform 

educational curricuium. As a consequence, students are able to move from 

one "Land" to another without too much disruption in th& education 

sequence. The suggestions made by the federal government, however, do 

not have the force of law and do not have to be heeded b;. the "Tander". 

There are, in facc ten different educational jurisdictions in (;erman.y, each 

of which jealously guards its independence. Nevertheless, 1 am going to 

consider the Bavarian jurisdiction as representative of Germany. 

The CanadiarUManitoba educational jurisdiction is s i m k  to the 

German example in that Canadian educational policy is a provincial 



responsibility with little input fkorn the federal govemment. Unlike Bavaria, 

Manitoba is bareiy one century old and has a very diverse culmral/ethnic 

population. According to a recent publication by the federal research branch 

about science education in Canada, there is great variability in science 

curricula across the country, more in the elementary grades than in the 

higher grades. This publication also claims that an international cornparison 

study of science knowledge scores revealed that students in the western 

provinces had higher science achievement scores than eastern provinces. 

The very great ciifferences in natural resources and econornic. activities from 

province to province leads to different cumicula as each province tries to 

draft a relevant educational policy. I wîli consider Manitoba as a 

representative educational j urisdiction in Canada 

There is, however, work in progress now to create a national, Wied  

framework for science education for the whole country. This national 

effort is caiied the Pan-Canadian Protocd for Collaboration on School 

Curriculum and stresses the foilowing components: 

1. Understanding of the nature of science and technology and their 

relationship to each other and to soaety and the environment (S'T'SE). 

2. Skilis for scientific and techn01ogical inquiry. 

3. Knowkdge and understandings of concepts in H e  science, physical 

science, and earth and life science. 

4. Attitudes that support the responsible acquisition and application 

of saentific and technological knowledge to the mutual benefit of self, 

soaety and the environment. 

This indudes collaborative work and safew considerations and 

appreciation of the role of science in our lives. 



The h-amework is intended for curriculum developers in the 

various jurisdictions who work within muiistnes and departments of 

education. It is, however, recognized that education is still a provincial or 

temtonal respsonsibility. The purpose of the protocol is to increase the 

quality and the efficiency of curriculum development in Canada as well as 

to promote communication between cwriCUIum devetopers among the 

provinces. The ultirnate vision is to achieve scientific literacy across all 

provinces in Canada- 

The document clearly States that what scientific literacy is, is hard to 

defme, but a description of a scientificaily literate person could be 

described as foliows: A person is scientificaiiy literate if he: 

a) understands the nature of science and the scientific enterprise; 

b) has knowledge of the major concepts, p~ciples ,  laws, and 

theories of science and appiies thern in appropriate ways; 

C) uses the processes of science in solving probiems and making 

decisions ; 

d) understands the partnership of science and technology, and its 

interaction with soaety; 

e) has developed saence-related skilis that enable him or her to 

function effectively in careers, leisure activities, and other roles; 

f) has developed interests that lead to a richer and more satismg 

M e  - one that includes science and life-long leaming. 

The Bavarian documents emphasizes the importance of students 

leaming and using the vocabulary of science, appreciating and enjoying the 

solving of scientific-techaical problems, and developing an intelligent 

attitude towards saence and technology and reco-g the benefits of 

technical advances to sodety. They stress many of the same aspects of our 



description of scientific Literacy but don't use the term or its equivaient in 

the Gexman language. 

Methodology 

Rather than doïng a global stücty of science curricula, 1 have chosen 

to compare the c&cular guidelines and accompanying texts for the study 

of the cenual topic of heat and temperature in the two countries. in 

Bavaria this topic is part of the grade 9 cumiculum while in Manitoba it is 

taught at the grade 8 level. There is. therefore, a significant age and 

maturity difierence between students in the two corntries that should be 

considered. These ciifferences in age and rnatunty rnight be significant 

when we compare the placing of the concepts and the depth to which they 

are developed. 

I will begin with a brief description of the historical development of 

the concepts of heat and temperature. This is important because of the 

recent findings that students' conceptual development generdly replicates 

the achial historicai development of the concepts in science. 

This will be followed by an elabration of the scientific concepts 

associated with heat and temperature as they are understood by todays 

scientific community. 

Finaily, a comprehensive literature review with emphasis on 

research findings about the preconceptions and conceptual developrnent of 

students vis-a-vis heat and temperature will set the stage for the main 

part of this thesis. 

1 will then be ready to compare the N n c u l a  and the accompanying 

texts for the teaching of heat and temperature used in the two counnies. 

From the curricuium documents 1 will also discuss the educational 

philosophy for the teaching of science in each country. 



Finaiiy, summarizing my findings, important implications for the 

rniddle yeats science classrmm for the teaching of this important topic wiU 

be drawn. 

The centrai part of my thesis can be considered a case studv 

consisting of two parts: The fkst part will be a comparison of the 

amiculum guides m e n t l y  king  used in Germany/Bavaria and in 

Canada/Manitoba. 1 wiU outline the philosophy of science education taken 

from the introduction to each document and from the study of the 

cumicular content itself. In order to elucidate this and to ease the 

comparison of the curricular content I have tabulated the concepts for each 

country on pages 41  and 42. 

In the second part a comparison will be made between two widely 

used textbooks, one for each country, that have been prepared for use with 

each cumiculum guide. The Bavarian text, N a m  und Technik-Physik is 

intended for use by grade 9 Bavarian students and is written by Bavarian 

science educators. The Manitoba text, Science Dimensions 8 is intended 

for use by grade 8 students in Manitoba and is Wlt'itten by Manitoba science 

educators, who are mostly practicing science teachers. A table of comparison 

of the textbook content is found on page 55 and 56. In the discussion and 

conclusions 1 will present answers to the guiding questions presented in 

chapter 1 and elabrate on some important irnpiications for the science 

dassroom. 



Chapter 3 A Historicai Account of the Development 

of Heat and Temperature Concepts 

Fundamental Concepts of Heat, Temperature and Energy 

The concepts of heat, temperature and energy have not always been 

understood in the same way as we understand them today. We expect to 

teach to our students concepts that were argued about by leamed men of 

science over the course of several centuries. The weli-known American 

physics educator Hewitt ( l987), cited by Kesidou ( 1995), offers the 

foliowing definitions that are used in the scientific comrnunity when 

talking about heat energy in general: 

a) Temperature is the measure of the average kinetic energy of the 

molecules (particles) in a substance. 

b) Energy which is transfmed h m  one object to another because 

of a temperature difference, is calied hea t. When "heat flows" from one 

object to another it is energy that is being transferred. 

c) Interna1 energy is the term used for the heat that has been 

transferred to another substance. Thus a substance does not contain heat, 

it contains internal energy. 

d) Po tential energy in a substance, due to the forces between 

atoms/ molecules and kine tic energy, due to the motion of the 

atoms/molecules are what constitute the internal energy of a substance. 

e) The quantity of heat transfmed by Mrtue of a temperature 

difference is measured by some (standard) change - such as the change in 

temperature of a known amount of water which absorbs the heat. 

Heat is generally understood to be an extensive quantity, Le. mass 

dependent, while temperature is an intensive quantity, Le. not mass 



dependent. We c m  ask "how much heat?" but not "how much 

temperature?" For temperature we must ask "how high?" or "how low?" 

These are roughly the definitions of the concepts of heat and 

temperature in today's scientific cornmunity. Clearly these are mcult 

and sophisticated concepts that we are trying to teach our students at the 

grade 8 level in Manitoba and the grade 9 level in Bavaria. 

1 think that some of these concepts are inappropriate for rniddle 

school children because of th& absnact nature. It  is, therefore, important 

to decide what kind of "intermediate concepts" might be suitably used in 

the students' conceptual development as they rnove to a reasonably 

complete and scientificaily correct, understanding of these concepts. 

The placing of this topic at these grade levds is interesting because 

in Gerrnany the student age in a given grade is older than in Manitoba. 

This is due to the fact that in Germany a child rnust be a full five years old 

by the tirne s/he enters the school whiie in Manitoba a child has until the 

end of December to reach his/her fifth birthday. Another factor is that in 

some parts of Germany the school year begins near the end of July. This 

could mean that a grade 9 student in Germany would be about one and a 

half years older than a Manitoba student in grade 8. It  wouid therefore be 

reasonable to expect the German student to be more ready for the study of 

forma1 concepts. 

Extensive vs. Intensive Properties 

According to researchers, dted by Keisidou et al. ( 1995), even 

cent 17 th century scientists did not clearly differentiate between heat 

and temperature, Le. between extensive and intensive variables. 

Moreover, they had no concept of thermal equilibrium. Only in the 

latel8th century, after Joseph Black's experiments led to a differentiation 
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between the intensive and extensive heat variables, was the ciifference 

between heat and temperature finaiiy clearly understood. However, heat 

was viewed as a "substance" that could be useci over and over without 

ever being used up. Nun;uoüs scientists were involved in the shift from 

the substance/fluid (caloric) model of heat to the kinetic molecular model 

of heat. For example, Count Rumford used friction to produce an unlllnited 

amount of heat with a blunt drill bit hat produceci no metai shavings at ali 

in his cannon b o ~ g  machine. He made unsuccessfui attempts to detect 

and measure the mass of any heat added to or removed fr0rn.a given 

substance. Later, Sadi Carnot developed the mtropy concept in 1824, and 

in the 1840's James Joule and Rudolf Clausius formulated the concept of 

kinetic energy of the molecules in a substance. These and other scientists 

struggled to develop a theory that could account for the observation that 

objects did not experience a rnass change when heated or cooled. 

Sensory Information 

Man's interaction with fire and hot objects goes back thousands of 

years. The early interpretations given to these interactions reiied solely on 

man's sense organs. When near a fire, an object becomes warm. Clearly 

"something" passes £rom the fïre to the object When we touch a hot object 

we experience the sensation of warmth. When we touch something cold 

we experiences the sensation of coldness. When one foot stands on a tiled 

floor and the other on a carpet lying on the same tile floor, one foot teils us 

that the flmr is cold but the other that the carpet is warm. Correct 

interpretation, howver, depends not only on the actual temperature 

measmement but on severai other thermal properties of rnatter, 

properties such as heat conduction and heat capaâty. These properties 

were not understood until the end of theldth century. Clearly, none of 
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these properties could be properly understood until a method of 

quanûfymg heat using heat gains/losses and temperature was developed. 

An instrument that was not dependent on hman senses had to be 

developed. This insaurnent was the thermometer. Roller i 1957 ) cites Sir 

Humphrey Davy ( circa 18 10) saying: 
"nothing tends so rnuch to the rid\lanccmcnt or scicnt.c as the 

üpplic-arion of  a ncw instrument ." p l 19. 

In order to elaborate on Davy's comment, it is insmctive to give a 

brief account of the development of the thermometer to set the context in 

which the pioneers in the study of heat and temperature did their work , 

starting with Galiieo and ending with Celsius. 

Thermometer His tory 

1) In 1592 Galileo devised a glass bulb with a long neck that was 

submerged in a vesse1 containing water. The water level in the stem rose 

and fdi  as the surrounding temperature feU and rose. A scale of sorts with 

no thought of standards, was attached to the stem for cornparison. 

Sanctorius, a colieague of Galileo, did introduce standard marks, namely, 

exposure to snow and to a candle flame established the low and high 

mark. Unfortunately, unknown to them, changes in atmospheric pressure 

would also affect the water levels. His instrument was referred to as a 

themmscope in 16 17. In reaiity it was a "barothennoscope" since it 

reacted to changes in both atmospheric pressure and temperature. 

2) In 163 1 Jean Rey, a French physiaan, used a water fiUed glass 

bulb and a thin stem with an open end to estimate the temperatures of his 

patients. Temperature changes in the bulb cause the water to nse in the 

stem. This immunent ehnhated amospheric pressure effects but 

evaporation at the open end did affect readings. 
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3 )  Ln 1642 the Grand Duke Ferdinand II of Tuscany modified Reyts 

instrument and used alcohol instead of water and sealed the stem. This 

arrangement prevented any evaporation. 

4) The Academia dei Cimento ( 1657- 1667) produced many 

variations of thennometers using mawelous glass blowing techniques 

( Appendix page 1&2). Standard points were: 

a) the most severe winter cold. 

b) the greatest surnmer heat. 

5) In 1665 several "one fixed pointt' thennometers were developed. 

Robert Boyle used the freezing temperature of oil of aniseed. Robert 

Hooke used the freezing point of water. Christian Huygens used the 

freezing or the boiling point of water. 

6) There were several scientists who used two fued points for their 

thennometers: In 1669 Honoré Fabri introduced the use of t ~ ,  fixeci 

points, the melting of snow and the greatest surnmer heat. In 1688 

Dalencé used the melting of snow to represent -10 degrees and the 

melting point of water (ice) to represent +10 degrees for his two points. In 

1694 Carlo Renaldini used the freezing and boiüng point of water. These 

were calleci the "ice" point and the "steam" point. 

7) In 1702 Olaf Roemer proposed that a certain mixture of salt and 

ice be made the 10- fixeci point and assigned a value of zero degrees and 

that the steam point of water be made the upper fixed point This point 

was assigned the value of 60 degrees. I t  w a s  after a visit to Roemer in 

1708 that GD. Fahrenheit in 17 17 also proposed that a mixture of sa l t  and 

ice be set as the zero for his scale. This temperature was thought to equd 

the coldest temperature of the winter of 1709. He hoped that this 

designation of zero would predude ever having a negative reading for the 
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public. For his second fixed point Fahrenheit used his own body 

temperature. The distance between these two fxed points was then 

divided into 100 equal divisions or degrees. When this scaie was 

extendeci beyond the body temperanue, the freezing point of water 

becarne 32 degrees and the boiling point of water became 2 12 degrees. 

Thus, there were 180 degrees between the freezing and boiling points of 

water. H e  was also the firsc to use a cylindrical rather than a spherical 

buib and mercury as the liquid. 

8) In 1742 Anders Celsius used the freezing and boiüng points of 

water as the fmed points and proposed that the distance between these 

points be divided into100 equai parts and that mercury be used as the 

liquide At first he used zero degrees for the boiling point and 100 degrees 

for the freezing point. However, shortiy thereafter, the scale was inverted 

so that zero degrees became the freezing point of water and 100 degrees 

becarne the boiiing point of water. 

Scientis ts now had an operational definition for temperature. Any 

objects that cause the mercury to rise to the sarne levei were at the sarne 

temperature regardless of what human thermal sensory impressions 

suggested. For example, if a shovel is left outside overnight, the wooden 

handie on a shovel and the steel shovel itseIf c m  be show to be at the 

same temperature even if the steel feels much colder than the wood. But 

when measured with a thennometer, both parts would cause the liquid to 

reach the same point on the scale. 

Thermal Equilibrium 

The thermorneter had ken developed by the beginning of the 18th 

century and an entirely new sdence, that of heat measurement , 

dweloped. Now it was possible to determine accurately and precisely that 



ail objects, no rnatter what their initial temperature may have been, and 

no matter what substance they are made of, when placed into a room 

without fire and into which the sun does not shine, aU end up at the sarne 

temperature. Oné of the first to use a thexmorneter to measure 

temperatures with precision was Joseph Black ( 1728- 1799). Although 

Black conducted rnany of his own experiments, he also considered and 

evaluated the work of many other researchers and adopted some of their 

procedures for his own experiments. I t  was Black who studied the state of 

heat equiübriurn that existed between objects in a room. The. . 

redistribution of heat between the objects in a room was interpreted in 

different ways. Hermann Boerhaave ( 1668- 1738). a teacher of medicine at 

the University of Leiden, and Pieter van Muschenbroeck ( 1692- 176 1 ), a 

professor of philosophy , believed that, when heat equilibriurn was 

attauled, every cubic inch of space in the room, held the same amount of 

heat. Thus one cubic inch of air held the same amount of heat as a cubic 

inch of wood or of Stone or of iron etc. However, to Black this concept of 

heat equilibrium meant that there was no longer any heat flowhg between 

the objects. According to Black, heat was something that flowed between 

the objects, fmm hotter to colder, whiie the temperatures were obsewed 

with a thermometer. He was one of the fkst researchers to clearly 

differentiate between the quantity of heat and the intensity of heat. 

Specifc Heat 

The idea that equal volumes of substances at the same temperature 

c o n t a  the same amount of heat was tested by Fahrenheit who mixed a 

volume of water at 100 O F  with a volume of water at 150 O F  and found that 

the mixture attained, as expected, an average temperature of 125 OF. The 

cold water gained the same "number of degrees" as the hot water lost 
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Stated another way, the heat gained by the cold water equalied the heat 

iost by the hot water. However. when an equal volume of hot mercury 

was used in place of the hot water, merc-wy having a density 

approximately 13 times that of water, the final temperature was 120 O F  

even though the heat lost by the hot mercury equded the heat gained by 

the cold water. Black concluded that equal quantities of heat would heat 

mercury more than an equal volume of water. Two assurnptions that are 

involved are: 

a) heat is neither created nor destroyed during rnixing, . i.e. heat is 

conserved, 

b) account must be taken of any heat gained from or lost to the 

surroundings. 

Heat was considered to be an imponderable, massless material 

substance having many of the properties of ordinw matter including the 

early historical idea of conservation of rnass. 

The heat to volume relationship in mixwes proved to work only if 

the same substance was used for both hot and cold portions. Bladc 

concluded that equal weights of matter at the same ternperature had equal 

arnounts of heat, Le. the quantity of heat in a substance was proportional 

to its weight. However, when equal weights of cold water and hot mercury 

were rnixed, the final temperature was not the middle temperature. The 

mercuxy's ternperature change was much larger than expected. Since the 

same quantity of heat produced a much larger ternperature change in 

mercury than in water Black inferreci that the mercury had a much 

smaller capacity for heat than the water. The concept of heat capacity was 

first tested by George Martine (1702-1741) who used equal heat sources 

from a fie to measure the heating rate of qua i  volumes of different 
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substances placed in identical containers before the fire. He  found that 

rnercury warmed up at a rate about twice that of water even though each 

substance acquired heat at the same rate from the fxe. These results were 

simüar to those of Fahrenheit and later extendeci by Black In another 

experiment Martine found that when heated to the same high temperature 

and then exposed to the same cold air, assuming that both containers lost 

heat at the sarne rate. the mercury also cooled off at about twice the rate 

that the water cooled. 

Black used Martine's method of constant heat supply to determine that 

a given substance's rise in temperature (heat gain) was directly proportional 

to both the mass of the substance and the change in temperature. However, to 

f o m  an equaliv, an unknown factor was needed. This factor, variously 

referred to as "affiinity for heat" or "faculw for receiving heatl' or "appetite for 

heat" and finaly "capacity for heat" is now caiied "heat capacity". Heat 

capacity was found to be substance specifïc. Richard Kirwan, a contemporary 

of Black, was the fïrst to suggest that the heat capacity of water be taken as a 

standard, a practice we still employ today. 

After perfecting the technique of measuring heat capacity Black was 

also able to determine the heat of fusion and the heat of vapaization of 

various substances. The heat of fusion &ers to the heat that m u t  be 

added to ice to melt it even though the temperature does not rise. The 

heat of vaporization refers to the heat that m u t  be added to evaporate a 

liquid even though the temperature does not rise. The question that stiii 

had not k e n  answered was, "What exactly is "heat"?" As early as the 

beginning of the 17th centus> Francis Bacon observeci that: 

a) when soft iron was repeatediy struck with a harnmer it became red hot 

b) friction produced heat 
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C) flint struck upon steel produced sparks. 

Frorn these obsewations he came to the conclusion that heat 

involves motion. Two schools of thought thus came into king. Most of the 

English philosophers supposed that the partides of the rnatter itself had 

some kind of motion. The French and German phiiosophers, on the other 

hand, contended that this motion was in the particles of a subtle, highly 

elastic, and penetrating fluid matter that is contained in the spaces 

between the particles of a heated body. 

Caloric Theory 

What are the properties of this "substance" that seems to be involved 

when substances are heated and cooled? Lavoisier called it "cdoric" 

( 17 87). Since heat was considered to be a material substance, Le. rnatter, it 

needed to have its properties or assurned properties defined. 

1) Caioric is an elastic fluid whose partides repei each other. 

2) Caloric particles are attracted to other particles with the 

magnitude of this attraction different for different partides. 

3) Caloric cannot be created nor destroyed. 

4) Calonc c m  be sensible, Le. increases the body temperature when 

added, or latent Le. combined with the body's particles similar to a 

chernical combination to produce a new substance - the vapor or the liquid. 

5) Caloric does not have a measurable mass. 

The Calonc Theory states that when a substance is heated, caloric 

moves into the substance and occupies the spaces between the particles 

which compose the substance. The more caloric in the substance, the 

hotter it is. When an object cools off, it is losing calonc. A consequeme of 

cdoric occupying the spaces between the particies of a substance is that 

the substance expands, i.e. the volume increases, when the object is heated 
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and contracts, i.e. the volume decreases, when the object cools. The 

seeming masslessness of caloric presented no problem as long as sensitive 

balances were not available. It was a usefui theory, but there were some 

things that could not be explained by it. For example. why do two objects 

that are mbbed together both get wanner? Where does this caloric corne 

from? Why does water expand in volume when cooled below 4 "C to O O C  

and decrease in volume when warmed over this temperature range? If 

calonc is removed from a substance the volume should steadiiy become 

less. This anomalous behavior of water was reported by Count Rumford in 

1797 and cast doubt on the validity of the caloric theory. 

It is weii accepted that experiments cannot ever prove a theory to be 

correct beyond the shadow of a doubt but sornetimes an experiment can 

disprove a theory. Since caloric was considered to be matter, it had to be 

attrac ted gravitationally. Count Rumford ( Benjamin Thompson) 

( 1753- 18 l4), set out an extensive research program to snidy the mass 

aspect of heat Contraxy to the rnajority opinion of the &y, Rumford 

considered the doctrine of heat as a form of motion to be more sound and 

more useN. After years of work, during which he perfected both the 

apparatus and the necessary technique, he concluded that heat added to a 

body does not increase the mass of the body. 

Rumford then turned his attention to the postulate that heat is a 

material substance. If the poshilate that heat is a material substance were 

me, the law of conservation of mas, namely that mass cannot be created 

nor destroyed, should apply. Being in charge of cannon boring for the 

müitary in Munich, Gexmany? Rumford noticed, (1797), the large amount of 

heat that was generated during the boring process. Supporters of the 

caloric theory gave severai possible explanations to protect th& theory: 
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a) the specific heat, Le. the heat needed to change the temperature of 

1 g of metal by 1 OC, of the metal changed (decreased) drasticaily when 

the tuniings were separated from the bulk metal. 

b) the pressure of the drill upon the buik metal squeezeci the latent 

heat out of the metal much as soft iron becomes very hot when hamrnered. 

Rumford chaiienged the caioric fluid theory and found that there was 

no change in the specific heat of the metal turnings. The next explanation 

was more difficult either to venfy or to falsw. Rumford used water to 

measure the amount of heat produced. Boxing the site where the duii drill 

bit was nibbing the cannon and f W g  the box with water and carefuliy 

measuring the temperature change of the water, he was able to q u a -  

the amount of heat produced. He discovered that the amount of heat 

produced in this mariner seemed to "be without limit". This observation 

went against the so-called " principle of conservation of caloric". H e  argued 

that if heat can be created in this rnanner "without limit" then heat cannot 

be a material substance. Like Boyle, a hundred years earlier, he concluded 

that it must have ken  motion that was communicated to the particles 

during the boring process. 

The publication of his experimental results helped to convince some 

in the scientific communiy that the caloric th- was not as u s a  as the 

motion theory. Rumford was a central figure in the process that led to the 

demise of the caloric theory. The motion theory, first postuiated by 

Francis Bacon in 1620, gained followers even though it was not at all clear 

what type of motion was involved except that motion was often involved 

in the generation of the heat 

The suggestion by Sir Francis Bacon that heat involved a kind of 

motion and the ideas of Robert Boyle culminatecl in the conclusions that 
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Rumford arriveci at through his carefuliy conducted experiments. The 

caloric theory, usefui as it had been, was not the most appropriate 

explmation for understanding heat and temperature. Consequently, it was 

discarded by a l i  scientists, but the paradigm shift took almost a century. 

Unfortunately, textbooks impiicitiy or expbcitly suggest that such major 

changes in theoretical orientation occur quickly and decisively within a 

few years. The story of this important change in our thinking about the 

centrai concepts of heat and temperature should be told in the classroom. 
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Chapter 4. Literature Review 

A search of the iiterature shows that a great deal of research has 

been recently done in the field of the teaching of heat and temperature to 

cfiildren. The role played by childrms' conceptions when they enter the 

classroom to leam about heat and temperature has aiso been widely 

studied. Unfortunately, science teachers are generaLiy unaware of this 

recent research. 

Osborne ( l984), talks about "mini-theories" held by children as weii 

as by aduits. These are the conceptions developed by a person through 

experience or formal insnuction. In relation to the topic of dynamics in 

physics, he identifies threes levels of "mini-theories": 

1) gut dynamics 2) lay dynamics 3) physicists' dynarnics 

Gut dynamics are those mini-theories or conceptions developed from 

experience alone - unarticulateci and are often held by chilàren without 

being aware of them. They may be conaadictory but present no threat to 

the person who considers them as single entities and not as part of a 

unified set of conceptions. Lay dynamics are those conceptions developed 

from the language-based experiences in a social context which includes 

people, books and other media. Physicists' conceptions are those that are 

deliberately articuiated in iinguistic and mathematical tenns to fonn a 

highly coherent set of ideas. 

The same kind of progression in the development of conceptions 

about heat can be seen in the work of other researches. In a shidy of the 

development of the conception of heat in children, Albert ( 1978) used an 

approach similar to that of Piaget to study the development of a group of 

concepts involving the terms "hot", "warnil', " heat" and "temperature". She 
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found that even at a very early age (two year old) children have a 

conception of "hot" based on purely sensory impressions. Thomas et al. 

(1993), reports on the teaching of heat and temperature to university 

science students in Portugal. Although themometry is first taught at  the 

grade nine level, the researchers discovered that university students had 

much the same ideas about heat as those held by the grade 9 children 

before any formal teaching had taken place. Adults, whose formai science 

education had ceased at the grade 9 level. were also found to hold the 

same heat-related ideas as these children. Students generally believe that 

different sensations mean different temperatures. When students 

experience the sensation of a tile floor on their feet and then a carpet on 

the same floor, they get the idea that heat is a property of the substance 

itself. The key concept of thermal equilibrium, taken for granted by 

teachers and by textbook writers. is not present in the majority of 

students. Students think that some substances are naturally colder than 

others because of the materials that they are made of. They also consider 

the object and its temperature to be a unified whole. The object is not 

considered to be something to which heat can be added. e.g. "X" (an 

object) is hot, "X" makes me feel hot T k  :lui is hot Ice is cold. For most 

students, temperature is a pope- of the materia). that the body is made 

of and is also a measure of heat. 

Watson and Konecek, cited by Kesidou et al. ( 1995), had students 

place thennometers in rolied-up sweaters and hats and a roiled-up mg 

and then asked them to predict how these readings would compare to 

outside readings. The students expected a higher temperature in the 

sweaters because their experience was that sweaters "give heat" or "are 

warm". Surprisingly, the unexpected resdts did not convince the students 
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that their alternative frameworks were wrong. hstead, they rationalized 

that a longer time was needed or that cold, outside air had corne in, Their 

original ideas are described by various researchers as " highly robust", Duit 

(1981), Erickson (1979), Viennot (1979) cited by Solomon (1983). Duit 

m t e s  that these other notions, alternative conceptions, 

"generally live on under a thin layer of physical knowicdge", p. 299 . 
Indeed, Solomon expresses surprise that researchers are womed that 

means need to be found to extlliguish these alternative frarneworks. She 

claims that, what she calis "sociaüzed knowledge" , c m ,  by its very nature, 

never be extinguished. 

Aibert ( lF1?8), found that five to six year-olds begin to give the hot 

bodies the abiiity to "rnake me hot". e.g. "The sun makes me hot" "The 

oven makes me hot." The hot objects seem to become active. The objects 

become sources of heat wfiich can cause other objects to become 

warm/hot. At this age the children also become aware of the fact that 

there is something they can do to create or remove heat or homess. They 

can switch the oven on and off just iike a light can be m e d  on or off and 

instantly produce light/homess. Thus, there emerges an awareness of the 

control that the chïld has over whether or not a body is hot/warm. 

By age seven chiidren become aware of the fact that time is involveci 

and the instant nature of hot and cold does not reaiiy exist "The sun 

warms it up." The sun is seen to work upon an object to warm it up over a 

period of time, and not instantly. Heating water in a container is also seen 

to take tirne. Heating an object has now become a process. 

By age eight or nine the rhildren deariy distinguish between hot 

and warm. Hot results in a bum while wann is cornfortable or "feeling 

nice". They also relate to M e r e n t  personal reactions to hot and warm "If 
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you put your frngers in a candle flame real quick you don't get burned." 

Children also become aware that heat can be produced by objects that by 

themselves are not hot, but that certain actions are necessary in order to 

maintain the production of heat. They Say. "You have to plug it in." At this 

age the chiidren also begin to use the concept of "degrees." An oven at 4û0 

degrees is hotter than an oven at 200 degrees. 

The addition of "degrees" to the students' vocabulary is not without 

its own problems. Many students, equating heat with temperature, use the 

additive method to solve pro blems. Stavy and Berkovitz ( l980), found 

that students readily predicted the correct outcome when two cups of cold 

water poured together. However, when a cup of 20 'C water is &ed with 

a cup of 10 'C water. some students predicted that the final temperature 

would be 30 O C  whiie others predicted 10 'C. The basic arithmetic process 

of addition is used. 

Another researcher, Erickson ( 1979), studying the substantive 

aspects of 12 year old chüdren's thinking about heat and temperature, 

noted that the chilcireri couid be expected to have considerable expience 

with situations involving heat and temperature. These childhood 

experiences fonn the bais for their b&efs about heat and ternperature. 

However, in their minds, there is no real distinction between heat and 

ternperature. Students view heat and temperature as synonyms that can 

be used interchangeably. 

Children seern to perceive heat as a material substance with 

properties attributable to matter. Heat can be added to or removed from a 

substance to rnake it hotter or colder. Erickson ( 1979), c d s  this the 

"caloric model". Shayer and Wylam ( 198 l), f m d  that conduction was 

usually treated in terms of a "heat-fluid" caloric modeL Metals heat up 
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faster than wood because they amact heat better. Erickson ( 1979). also 

found that students use terms Like "fumes" or "gases" or " bubbles" to 

describe heat "Heat rises" is a common expression used. When ice cubes 

melt they lose their coldness. They view cold as the opposite of heat. 

Objects become cold because they gain coldness or that the heat escapes as 

fumes or as a gas or as hot air. 

In order to present a surnmary picture of the sequence of childrens' 

conceptions 1 have set up the foilowing table. 1 used research by Aibert 

(1978), Erickson (1979 and 1980), and Hewson (1984), to showat a 

glance the cornplexity of what a teacher has to deal with in the teaching of 

heat and temperature. We see the graduaLiy changing conceptions 

mentioned by Posner et al. ( l982), as the child gets older. The "age- 

determined progression" mentioned by Albert ( 1978), is also clearly 

eviden t. 
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Age-de pendent Conceptions of Heat 
rtge (a) conceptions verbal iza tion 

h c x  = hot sbject 

-An objcct is hot, 
-Personal sourcc of hcai. 
-0hjcc-ts c m  be made to produce 

hciit - on switch, 
-Ilotncss is ri iwndition that an 

objcct can hc in or not. 
Hot ohjccts a n  hcrit other 
objer-ts i x .  saurcc of hotness 
and dire(-tional movcmcn t, 
-The sun is an ac t i vc  agent 

"Stovc - hot." 

"The sun m k e s  me 

"'me Sun makes thc outsidc 
ho tW 

tlotncss hris ri ronditional nature, "If you turn the oven on you 
i.e. (-an bc turncd on and off. can feel the hcat" 
Persona1 ri( tivity produces heat "When you run fast and dun't  stop 

you get hot" 
Becoming hot is a process that takes "The sun warms the air up and then 
timc. it becornes hot." 

Cold, warm and hot arc ;i single dimension, "tikc hot is son  of hum >ou and 
Le. a continuum. warm is fccling nicc." 

"#en you touch a hot objcct like a 
flamc, quickly you don? get burned; 
if you touch i t  slowly you will. 

Heat and object are differentiated. 
Heat is locrtlized and controllable. 
Heat is an entity. 

"Heat riscs." 
"You can turn the stove o n  and get 

heat" 

Degrees of heat - numbers. 

Physical objects can produce h e a t  

Erickson (1979 and 1980)  

Heat is fumes that rise. 
Two forms of heat hot heat and cold bat, 
Heat can be added or removd. 
Temperature is related to object size. 
Temperature of mixtures is additive. 

"The air is 33 degrees." 
"200 degrees is hotter than 100 

degrees." 
".., motors in cars that were driven a 

lot are hot" 
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I 5 & 34 Pcoplc arc hot hccrtuse ok - travel - rire prcgniini 
- waiting - iinger 
- tircdncss - sic-knrr'ss 
- gave binh - sridncss 

I1hysically O bscrvablc phenomcnri of heat: 

- burning 
- rnelting 
- boiling 
- rising hot air 

The concept of thermal equilibrium is now generally accepted and 

used without question by teachers and textbook writers. It is expected 

that students will immediately see the logic of this concept. Teachers 

expect students to view cooling and heating of substances as thermal 

interaction processes, but many students do nor make this comection. The 

formal definition of heat is given in terms of thermal equilibrium, a 

concept not autornaticaily used by students. Heat is thought of as the 

energy that flows from the hotter to the colder substance until thermal 

equilibrium is reached. Therefore, according to Thomas et al. ( 1993). 

". . . this implies that, in order to reach the scientific meaning of heat 

and temperature, students must understand correctly what is rneant by 

thermal equilibrium." p.2 1. 

Since childrens' alternative conceptions are so strongly rooted, Kesidou 

et al. (1995), believe that chailenging demonstntions are calied for in 

order to alter the students' views, and that thermai interaction and 

thermai equilibrium are key concepts in students' understanding of the 

scientific view of heat. 

We should not forget that teachers and students often view the same 

phenornenon from very different perspectives. The student approaches 
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the study of heat and temperature fkom the perspective of expenence as 

descnbed in everyday language which often has a variety of terms that 

are used to talk about or to describe the sarne phenornenon. Solomon 

(1983), citing Viennot (1979), and Duit (1981), claims that these everyday 

explanations are deeply rooted in the chiid's everyday world. Student 

conversations and the mass media daily confront the student with implicit 

assumptions about how things operate and what properties they have. She 

c a s  it "being socialized" into a world of non-scientific explanations. 

Another variable that seems to confound the snidents when deaiing 

wiîh simple heat exchange equations is the mass of the substance. What is 

the relationship between mass and the amount of heat being exchanged? 

Some students believe that if the temperature is the same, then the 

amount of heat must be the sarne. Clearly, for many student temperature 

is an extensive quantity and not an intensive property. An alternative 

idea relating to ice cubes is that it takes longer for a large ice cube to melt 

because it has a colder temperature than a smaller ice cube. 

Erickson ( 1979). contends that by knowing what the students' 

conceptions are, the teacher gains an understanding of the difnculties 

experienced by the students. The teacher can then devise suitable 

teaching strategies to facilitate the students' conceptual development and 

growth. 

The conceptions that the children have when they get to the 

dassroom have been developing long before there was any tacher 

mediation in their learning. Erickson (1979), refers to the famous quote by 

Ausubel: 

"Lf 1 had to reduce dl of educational psychology to just one principle, I 

would Say this: The most important single factor infiuencing learning is what 
the learner already knows. Ascertain this and teach him accordingly." p. 221 
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Wiser also concludes that guiding students from their everyday 

conceptions to accepted scientific conceptions is always a difficult and 

lengthy process. Even the provision of experiences designed to lead the 

student to scientific concepts may not be enough. if the interpretation is 

not done adequately, the experiences wiil not be enough to convince the 

student that alternative fmneworks are inadequate. Linn and 

Songer, cited by Arnold et al. ( l996), found that after a 13 week 

"thermodynamics" curriculum study at the grade 8 level, students did 

differentiate between heat and temperature and did understand the 

variables influencing heating and cooling. Unfortunately, oniy a few 

students generaiized their understanding to naturaiiy occurring 

phenomena. Most maintallied that these phenomena were governed by 

other prinuples. Perhaps the students see the need to accept and 

accumulate the scientific view for classroom work but don? see the need of 

scientific explanations in the context of everyday experiences. 

As mentioned earlier, the students corne to the science class with a 

set of ideas and explmations that have served them satisfactorily for 

years. N a m  phenomena can be understood and explained with little 

cognitive conflict For many teachers, the chiidrem' views are largely 

unknown but indications are that they have a major impact on the 

childrens' subsequent learning ( Freyberg and Osborne 1980). They have 

developed an understanding for the same words used by the tacher, who 

uses them in his/her teaching in a scientific sense but then interpret thern 

in the everyday sense (Freyberg and Osborne 1980). This mismatch of 

vocabulq interpretation is a bamier to leaniing the scientSc concepts. 

It is now widely accepted that the altemative frameworks seem to be 

"highly robust" (Posner et al. 1982) and particuiarfy resistant to change. 
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Often they are influenced in unaniticipated ways by science teaching 

(Freyberg et al. 1980) The mismatch of vocabulary interpretation is one of 

these unanticipated ways. Students also either reject the ideas that don? fit 

with their views or distort them in such a way that they do fit their 

alternative frameworks in a, to them, satisfactory fashion. 

Such a wide variety of ideas, understandings, alternative conceptions 

etc. with which the chiîdren enter the classroorn make the task of the 

teacher very ciifficuit. How is the teacher to take the students, al1 of them, 

from where they are, conceptually, and bring thern to a point of view or 

understanding consistent with the scientific view? How c m  the common- 

sense or " phenomenological concept ecology" (Posner 1982 ) be brought in 

h e  with accepted scientific concepts? Are there certain teaching 

strategies which can be utilized to bring about conceptual change? What is 

involved in successful conceptuai change? 

Middle school students are at different levels of development, from 

early concrete to early formal (Shayer and Wylam 198 1 ) . Considering 

temperature as an  intensive property seems to be beyond many of them. 

Early formal students seem to have acquired an interest in how heat 

causes its effects. Heat has become an extensive property. They realize 

that a spade left outdoors overnight is ail one temperature even though 

the wooden hande does not feel as cold as the metal blade. However, most 

students in the 11 to 13 year-olds use the "heat fluid model for 

conduction instead of the kinetic theory model of partide movement. 

This diversity of emry levels to the understanding heat and 

temperature in students makes it a l l  the more important to discover where 

the students are and to start the instruction fkom that point. The aim of 

the instruction is to bring the studentrs understanding in line with 



scientific ways of thinking, that is, to change the preconceptions of heat 

and temperature held by the students. These conceptions are, according to 

Posner et al. ( 1982), "highly robust". Hewson et al. ( 1989), refers to the 

rich, pervasive, contrary and stubbom nature of leamers' ideas. However, 

conceptual change c m  be brought about if certain conditions exist. 

According to Posner et al. ( l982), a new concept under consideration by a 

student must be: 

1 ) intelligible, 2) plausible, 3) fruitful. 

If these three conditions are met, the status of the new concept .WU be 

raised in the mind of the student. A fourth condition that must be met if a 

long held conception is to be exchanged for a new one is that the status of 

the original conception must be lowered. There must arise, in the mind of 

the student, a dissatisfaction with the old conception, Le., he old conception 

must become less useful. The new concept must prove to be more fmitful 

in the explanation of new and diverse phenornena. 

When a student encounters a new concept, s/he is faced with the 

problem of integrating it within the concepts already held, Le. his/her 

"concept ecology" Posner et al. ( 1982). The new concept rnay simply be 

added to the existing concepts if there is no conflict, or it rnay have to 

replace (an) existing concept(s) or existllig concepts may simpIy have to be 

modified. Rowell et al. ( 1990), condude that for optimal rate of progress 

in overcoming a conception that is false or even just limited, students 

shouid fïrst construct another potentially relevant, perhaps even 

conmdictory, better explanation. This explanation should be firmly based 

on the students' "knowledge structure". 
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A complementary view of learning science is proposed by Glynn and 

Duit ( 19%). They talc of "consmctive learning of science" They believe 

that five conditions must be met in order for a student to l e m  science 

meaningfull y: 

1 ) Exis ting knowledge is ac tivated. 

2) Existing knowiedge is related to educational experience. 

3) lnninsic motivation is constructed. 

4) New knowledge is constructed. 

5 )  New knowledge is appiied. evaluated and revised. 

The "constructive" position is that the existing ideas held by the 

students are in a state of flux and not solidly set, finished and immovable. 

These ideas are good u n d  better ideas and explanations are presented to 

account for and to explain new phenornena. A differentiation is made 

between "conceptual models" and "mental models" . Conceptuai models are 

the tools for the understanding and teadiing of physicai systems white the 

"mental models" are what people actuaiiy have in their heads. The teacher's 

job is to activate the existing mental models and to have the students reflect 

on them. According to Glynn et al. ( 1995), effective science teaching must 

by guided discove~ learning in which the students are provided with 

intrîguing questions, baffling situations or interesting problems which 

require the students to make observations, form hypotheses and test 

soïutions. 

The constructive learnuig mode1 holds that the student l e m s  by 

constnicting concep tuai models by relating new experiences to exis ting 

knowledge/conceptions . Thus the mental models of the student are in a 

constant state of change as new experiences are integrated with existing 

knowledge in a relational way instead of rote leaniing. The student 



constructs meaning of related concepts and his/her existing knowledge but 

not memoeing iists of unrelated facts. This, of course, results in no two 

students having exactly the same mental mode1 even after participating in 

the same experience since each student has his/her own set of 

preconceptions. The formation of relational conceptions that develop over 

tirne activates long-term rnernory. The alternative, rote memorization of 

facts, leads to short-term, useless knowledge acquisition and poor attitudes 

about learning science. 

As mentioned earlier, Solomon ( 1983), claims that the alternative 

frameworks or socialized knowiedge can never be extinguished. Glyxm 

et al. (1995), agree and contend that mental models are continually 

reinforced by the students' social contexts and are thus not forgotten. It is 

"unrcrilistic for teachers to expcct studcnts to climinatc thcir 

mentd rnodcls, rcplücing them with conceptual models leÿrned at school. 

What is rcdistic is to c.xpect studenu to activate the appropriate mode1 in the 

appropriatc ronte.xt - this is a reasonable and attainable goal of science 

instruction." p. 2 1.  

Other researchers mention the robusmess of these conceptions and the 

students' tendencies to r e m  to them in spite of formal teaching of the 

scienafc concepts. How can this problem be solved? Solomon ( l983), 

suggests that students not be required to extinguish ideas such as "wool is 

waxm" but rather they should be taught the scientific explanations and 

then be able to think and operate in the two, coexisting spheres - everyday 

notions and scientific explanations - and to be able tr, distinguish between 

them. 
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Along the same iines, Duit ( 1987), argues the usefulness of 

considering (heat) energy as a "quasi-material", Le. as something concrete 

even though, in the physical sense, it is not a substance. The usefulness of 

this position lies in the fac t that it is readiiy muerstandable to the student 

and serves as a bridge until such a time when the student is ready for the 

scientific explanation. Srinner ( 1995), emphasizes the necessity to go 

softly on aying to extinguish the notion of heat as a material substance 

that can be transferred from object to object. 
"Our goal then is t o  postpone the full, decontextualized irnparring of 

. . 
organized science con tcnt, or "scientists' science" until the students tire able to 

demonstrate ri rcrtdincss for it." p..% 1 .  

Duit ( l989), says, 
" Yet in classical p hysics (including spccial relativity t heory), the quasi- 

material notion is t o  u large extent compatible with the abstract cnergy 

concept, provideci its limitations arc taken into account." p. 142. 

The mental model of heat as a material substance is more 

understandable to students than the model of heat as energy because it is 

simpler to connect with other conceptions. According to Glynn et al. 

(199S), teachers introduce students to conceptual modeis in order to 

simpw cornplex naturai phenomena, and making the phenornena more 

understandable to students. The use of the caloric theory seems to 

achieve this purpose. 

S ummary 

Chiidren learn about heat and temperature fkom a wide variety of 

sources both social and from th& own sensoxy perceptions. The 

complexity of their conceptions of heat change as they grow and dwelop 

mentally. These ideas are strongiy rooted in th& minch and diffiCUIt to 

dislodge and to change. The differentiation, by students, between heat and 

temperature is not natural. Rather, the terms are used interchangeably. 
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Moreover, the notion of thermal equiiibrium is not automaticaiiy axrived at 

by children. It must be dearly taught using suitable teaching strategies. 

However, even the best lesson plans do not guarantee that the 

sudents wili learn what the teacher is teaching. The students process the 

provided activities and information against a " backdrop" of their own 

conceptuai ecology. This results in various accommodations being made 

for the new concepts. The vocabuhry used by the teacher may be 

understood by the student in totdy different ways than what the teacher 

intended. Therefore, it is vital that the teacher know something about the . . 

"preconceptions" that the students have about the topic of heat and 

temperature. 

Considering that a student's conceptions are in a constant state of 

flux, becoming more and more sophisticated and detailed, it seems useful 

to use some intermediate "quasi-real" concepts like the caloric theory to 

bridge the gap between the concrete and the formal stage of student 

mental development Duit ( 1987 1, maintains that, 
" The abstract energy concept cannot be grasped by these relatively 

young students. Concrete notions are necessary, and quasi-material 
conceptions would seem appropriate." p. 145. 

The robusmess of the students' original conceptions, whkh are based 

on a mainly social context, make it imperative that the students be made 

aware of the scientific context and the social context in which phenornena 

are observed and discussed. The students mut  be made aware of the fact 

chat the context in -ch a phenornenon is considered, determines the 

choice of vocabulaxy. Additionslly, the student must corne to see that the 

scientific explanations are more fruitfd than th& own soaaiiy developed 

conceptions. 
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A competing position to conceptual change, taken by some writers, 

holds that childrens' preconceptions can never be totally extinguished even 

when compehg reasons edst to change them. Teachers, they argue, then 

need not be too concerned about totaliy repiacing hadequate 

preconceptions but rnust make students aware of the contexts in which 

concepts are being considered so that they use the appropriate language. 

An example of this is the d o n c  theory which, historicaily, was accepted 

and used quite satisfactorily during the time when the current kinetic 

mode1 of heat was being developed by the scientists of that tirne. In the 

same way, 1 will argue, the caloric theory can be used by students now as 

they strive to corne to an understanding of heat and temperature. 
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Chapter 5. Cornparison of the Curriculum Materials 

for the Teaching of Heat and Ternperature in 

Germany/Bavaria and Canada/Manito ba 

The German/Bavarian curriculum guide is dated 1993 and the 

Canadian/ Manitoba c ~ c u l u m  guide is dated 199 1. Both are currently 

( 1.398) in use as the official documents for the respective school 

j urisdic tions. 

The cumculum guide and its rationale provide a glimpse into the 

philosophy of those who are responsible for the development of the 

curriculum for a given subject. Whether or not this philosophy is in fact 

adopted by the teachers who deliver the instruction is another matter. 

The official philosophy outhes the goal or desired outcornes that the 

education authorities want the students to attain. Several questions 

immediately corne to mind at this stage: 

1. 1s there a significant difference between the philosophies in 

Germany and in Manitoba? 

2. To what extent do teachers follow the philosophy espoused by 

the curicdum writers? 

The German cwriCULum guide for grade 9 science includes a section 

on Heat and Ternperature. About 42 hours of instruction are 

recommended for this topic. Since each dass is 45 minutes in length this 

works out to 56 periods of instruction. At the grade 9 level there are three 

periods of instruction per week so that 19 weeks are recornrnended for the 

teaching of heat and temperature. 

The introduction to the curricular details emphasizes that the 

students must consider everyday manifestations of heat and temperature 
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events. I t  is emphasized that, in order to understand and to explain these 

events. the particle mode1 of matter can be successfully applied. Students 

are to use the gas laws that are experimentaliy demonstrated, and derive 

the Ideai Gas Law (PV = nRT). 

The purpose for acquinng this knowledge is said to be to enable the 

student to understand the role piayed by heat and temperature in the& 

environment as well as in technical applications. In addition to these 

considerations and understandings, the student is to leam that the 

operation of " heat machines" such as stearn turbines, internai combustion 

and diesel engines, do affect the environment and that these effects c m  be 

quan titatively measured and evaiuated. 

The details of the curriculum for the Bavarian students at the grade 

9 level are divided into seven main topics. They are outline in the next 

section. 
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Curriculum Content * Gerrnany/Bavaria 

tcmpcraturc;  hcat; intcrnal  cncrgy; 
- tcmpcrclturc mctisurement (Celsius) 
- tempetaturc as a m a s u r e  OS averdge kinctii- cncrgy of particles (Kclvin) 
- temperature changcs vs. voturnc changes 
- hmt as trclnsfer of encrgy frnm body to body 
- internal energy ris stored energy 
- changes in intemriI cncrgy duc ta riddi tion OS work or of hcat 
- changes of smte ris ri consequence of change in intcrnsll cncrg), 
heat mavcrncnt 
- conduc-tion in solids, liquids and gascs 
- radiation 
- convection 
bchavior of bodies d u r i n g  tcmpcraturc  chringc 
- lcngth - c-oefficicni of expansion 
- volumc - cocf'ficien t of' volume espansion 

- salids and liquids 
- anornaIous \.ofunle behavior of watcr 
tcmpemturc, prcssurc, and volumc of a confincd gas 
- pressure \.S. volume at constant tcmpcnturc (Bo>Ws Law) 
- tcmpcrature vs. volumc a t  constant prcssure (Gay-Lussa(-'5 l..iw) 
- Kclvin tempcratures 
- gcner-1 sas law 
Iriw of hcat  cxchangc 
- lriw of hcat exchange 
- spcc-ifÏc heat cripacity 
- tcrnpcrriture of misturcs 
changes o f  s t z t e  
- rnclting and frcezing temperatures 

-heat of fusion 
- pressure cffect on melting tempenture 
- freezing point of solutions 
- volume changes during rnelting and freezing 

- cvripontion and condensation 
- boiling point 
- heat of evaporation 
- pressure effect on the boiling point of water 

first Law of thcrrnodynamics (conservation of energy) 
- work of espansion of gases 
- structure and function of heat machines 

eg. steam turbines, Diesel and internal combustion engines 
- types of environmental interactions 
- measurement of environmental effects 

* Frorn the 1993 cumcufum guide 
CARL-UNK-VORSCHRIF.TENSAMMLUNG 
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Curiculum Description: Canada/Manito ba 

The publication Science Mucacion in Canada, Volume 1, ( 198 5 ) 

described the science curriculum in Manitoba as "in a state of flux" during 

the late 1970's. The 1976 interim guidelines recornmended the inclusion 

of "core" and "optional" topics. A base of objectives and Iearning activities 

designed and select4 by Manitobans accompanied these topics. Middle 

school sudents were to spend 60-70% of their science time on the " corerr 

topics. This local control over the optional topics gave flexibiüty. and 

ahwed the teacher to more closely match the topics to the local situations. 

However, province-wide assessrnent for grades 5, 8 and 11 were 

implemented to provide a broad base of accurate information about 

student performance. 

The goals of schooling are described in this document as being much 

the same in ail provinces. There is, however, a shift in emphasis as the 

student moves from the elementxy level to the upper secondary levels. 

The shift is from the development of generic W s  and base knowledge to 

the application of these skiils and knowledge in specific subjects and 

contexts taken from a focus on family and the local communi~ to wider 

cornmunities. 

The Manitoba cumiculum was described as activity based (p.142). 

Such a curriculum lists objectives, content and activities with no specific 

text in mind. The currenr cutriculum, on the other hand, (1991), is based 

on a specific text written and produceci by Manitoba science teachers and 

educators. 

The Manitoba CUnlCUIum places the study of heat at the grade 8 

level. About 22 hours of instruction are suggested for this topic. Each 
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science class is 45 minutes long so that about 30 periods are to be devoted 

to this topic. Since science is taught every day, this is a five week study. 

The rationale for the inclusion of heat study in the curriculum is 

simply given as: 
" k a t  is a form of cnergy which c m  be transforrncd from other energy 

sources. Students will observe how heat is transferrcd by conduction, 
convection and radiation. The home heating systcrn is composed o f  
technological devices. 't'hcrc are alternatives to the use of fossil fuels for heat 
production." 

Cumculurn Content: 

1. FIeat is a form of cncrgy 
2. k a t  is ri mctisure of- the total encra.  

-depends on tcrnpcrLiiute, mas and composition of mattcr 
Tempcnture is a measurc 01' the average kinetic enCrW. 

3. Heat c m  be uruisforrned from other fonns of energy. 
a) friction b)  percussion C )  compression 
ci) dissolving a solutc e) clcctric current 

4. Heat can be transferred. 
a) conduction b) convection C) convection 

5. Heat causes expansion and contraction. 
a) in solids b) in liquids C )  in gises 

6.  Different metals espand at different rates. 
a) bimetallic strip b)  applications - gaps in construction units 

7. Alternatives to fossil fuels. 
a) heat purnps b) solar energy C )  electricity 

*Fmm the 199 1 Science: Grade 8 guide 
Manitoba Education and Training 

Curriculum Cornparison: 

A cornparison of the Bavarian and the Mâriltoba curriculum content 

quickly shows that the Bavarian c d c u l u m  writers indude much more detaii 

and more sophisticated concepts than the Manitoba cURicuium writers. 

However, it must be remembered that the time recomxnendation in Manitoba is 

about half that of Bavaria and that the students in Manitoba are younger. 
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The foiiowing is a list of topics included in the Bavarian curriculum 

and not even mentioned or aliuded to in the Manitoba document. 

- intemal energy 

- law of heat exchange 

- specific heat capacity 

- heat of fusion 

-heat of evaporation (vaporization) 

- pressure effects on melting and b o h g  points 

- freezing points of solutions 

- work of expansion 

- enviromentai effects 

- heat machines 

The Bavarian cuniculurn also contains a lot of quantitative 

concepts. Most of them can be incorporated into expiments and the 

measurements used to calculate each concept value. The topics are: 

- coefficient of length and volume expansion 

- specific heat capacity 

- heat of fusion 

- Kelvin temperatures 

The Bavarian curriculum lists the following gas laws which are to be 

treated in a quantitative mamer: 

- Boyle's Law 

- Gay-Lussac's Law 

In contrast, the Manitoba curriculum is primarily qualitative in 

nature. Thus it is far less demanding. The great diffaence in tirne 

ailornent is, perhaps, one of the reasons for this. However, the fact that 

the Manitoba students could be as much as a year and a half younger than 
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the German students is probably a more important reason for the lower 

expectation. None of the gas laws are mentioned by name. The concepts 

iisted are treated in a very general rnanner with no emphasis on the 

characteristic effects of heat on different substances except for the fact 

that different metals have different expansion rates. The behavior of a 

birnetallic strip is to be demonstrated and its application in a thermostat is 

suggested as a way tu show the comection between science and 

technology. 

Role of Teacher Demonstration and Student Experirnentation 

Another aspect of any science instruction is the role of teacher 

demonstration and student experimentation. In this regard, the German 

preamble to physics instruction places a high value on experimental 

activities. It is emphasized that student experiments play a centrai role in 

the development of scientific chinking and in the construction of scientific 

models. The students are to l e m  how to plan, carry out, describe and 

evaiuate the results of their experiments in order to develop a readiness for 

disciplined CO-operation with their fellow students and to develop a 

constant awareness of safe laboratory behavior. The development of 

manual dexterity and increased interest and enjoyment of scientific- 

technical problem solving are seen to be other valuable outcornes of the 

expefirnental aspect of science. This is the official philosophy expiicitly 

stated in the cmiculurn document However, the classroom practice is 

often quite different Long standing practice and the cost of saence 

equipment has resulted in many schools king equipped mainly for teacher 

demonstration and not for student partiapation, Henderson( 1992). 
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Persona1 Observations 

When 1 looked around in the science room in which 1 taught during 

my year in Germany, 1 noticed that there was no scientific apparatus in the 

classroorn at ail. The storeroom had one triple-bearn balance for the whole 

chemisay department. The science budget for that year, 1982-'83, was 

600 DM, equivalent to $300 CDN. The school I'm taking about is a 

"Gymnasium" Le. a high school that prepares students for entrance to a 

university. Unfortunately. I did not have opportunity tu observe another 

teacher at work and can therefore not comment on actual practice. 

However, this lack of equipment does suggest that student participation in 

lab activities is not cornrnon and that teacher demonstration and didactic 

insmction is the nom. These impressions agree with Grimm et al. (1992), 

who Say that: 
"ln ail schools we have equipment fur experiments done by the teacher, and 

in most schools dso for experirnents done by the students." 

They go on to say, however, that the equipment is old and that only five 

or six sets of equipment is available per class. This makes experimental 

work in large classes almost impossible. Henderson (1993). also mentions 

the old equipment and says that the teaching is generaUy "talk and chalk" 

with iittle in the way of teacher-student dialogue. 

In contrast, a Manitoba science room is med with the apparatus 

needed for lab activities. Most dassoom have enough balances for 

students to work in twos or threes. The Wves  arotmd the classroom 

have ail the various kinds of giasmmre visibly displayed. Chernicals and 

biological specrimen are also often kept in the classroom. The junior high 

sdiool science department in one of our schools where 1 taught for a year, 

was equipped well enough so that ail students could get hands-on 

experience. The annuai budget for just this junior high saence department 
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was over $700.00 per year, about two and a half times the German budget 

for their whole chemistry department. 

It is significant to note that the Manitoba curriculum guide that is 

provided for the teacher is much more detailed than the German 

curriculum guide. The c ~ c u l u m  guide is divided into three parts for 

each topic or section: 

1. Conceptual Saucture 

2. Objectives 

3. Ac tivi ties/ References 

This organization of materials provides a great deal of guidance for the 

Manitoba teacher. The activities sections include instructions for many 

actual simple activities that the students c m  carry out or that the teacher 

can demonstrate in order to make the concepts more meaningful. 

However, as mentioned earlier, the meannent is strictly qualitative instead 

of quantitative. Measuremen t of variables such as temperature, tirne, 

mass and volume are made but the interpretation is of a qualitative 

nature. No mathematical relationships are developed. 

hterestingly, there is one quantitative activity suggested in the 

cumiculum guide, which involves measuring temperatures at reguiar intemals 

and then graphing the result temperature drop "due to radiation". This 

activity uses 4 jars of equally hot water, with each jar treated differently: 

1. uncovered 

2. covered with paper 

3. covered with foi1 

4. covered with paper and foil 

The resulting data is then to be graphed to show differences in heat loss. 

The text authors attribute the heat loss only to radiation with no mention 



of possible conduction losses to surrounding air. AU other topics or 

concepts are interpreted primarily in a qualitative rnanner. 

The Manitoba science preamble emphasizes the probiem 

solving approach tc science. To this end the student is to learn to use the 

processes of science: 
- obscning - measuring 

- chssifying - inferring 

- prediçting - organizing and processing data 

- controlling variables - hypothcsizing 

- intcrprcting data - defining operationally 

- designing experiments - frzrmulating rnodels 

Like the Manitoba preambie, the Bavarian rationale also emphasizes 

that the teacher is to connect the scientific discoveries to technology and to 

other disciplines iike chemistry and biology. An appreciation for the 

contribution of science to the WU-king of modem civikation is to be 

fostered. The student is to gain the abiüty to comment knowledgeably on 

the technical problems that arise in everyday Life and to recognize the 

problems associated with technical progress. 
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Chapter 6. Cornparison of Texts for the teaching 

of Heat and Temperature in 

Germany/Bavaria and Canada/Manitoba 

The German text is titied "Natur und Technik - Physik" (1995) 

for use in Bavarian "Realschulen" at the grade 9 level. I t  was produced by 

a group of writer from various part of Bavaria and published by Cornelsen 

Druck, Berlin. 1 did the English translation. 

There are three main topics presented in this text: 

1 ) Heat and Temperature 2)  Optics 3) Electricity 

The Canadian text is titled "Science Dimension 8" ( 1992 1 for use in 

Manitoba schools at the grade 8 level. It was produced by a group of 

wri ters consis ting mostiy of prac ticing Manitoba science teac hers and 

published by D.C. Heath Canada Ltd. 

This text has five main sections which contain the complete work for 

the grade 8 level science instruction. 

1 ) Plants and the Environment 2)  Energy Resources 

3) Ceiis and Organ Systems 4) Heat 

5) Flight 

The Gennan text "Natur und Technik - Physik" is intended for 

grade 9 students in Bavaria. The section on heat and temperame is 

divided into topics that are almost an exact elabration of the cumiculum 

guide topics. The order is also practicaily the same in the text as in the 

cuniculum guide. Naturally, the text has more detaü than the amîculum 

guide and includes some details that belong to a topic but are not 

specificaiiy mentioned in the guide. It  seems dear that the text was 

written in response to the curricuium document. 



The text begins with an inmoâuction to the organization of the text. 

Each chap ter contains seven different approaches to the topic. 

1. Introduction 

A colour photograph of a simple activity and a question or statement 

about it is used to catch the attention of the student For example, a person 

is show standing b e h d  three bowls, presumably filied with water, 

labeled "warm", luke-warm" and "cold". The person stands with one hand 

in the waxm water and the other hand in the cold water. The caption 

describes the scene and instructs that both hands be placed into the luke- 

warm water and then asks, " What do you notice?" (p. 4) 

2. Experiments 

Two types of experiments are suggested: 

a) those that c m  be done using simple apparatus found at home and, 

b) those that require specialized apparatus. 

The simple experiments are marked with an upright "V" (Versuche = 

expennients) while the more compiicated experiments are marked with a 

slanted "V" like the Greek letter "Nu". Every experiment is accompanied 

by clear colour photographs and/or diagrm. (Appendix p.3.) 

3. Information 

important concepts are described and the speàfic vocabulary used 

by scientists is introducecî to the student in a carefully organized mamer. 

Specific methods used by physicists are presented. Scientific modeis and 

the mathematical representatioris used to describe scientific laws are 

inciuded in this section. An example of this is the presentatim of the 

partide mode1 of matter and the effect of temperature on these particies. 
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4. Assignments 

The assignments are designed to point out the many diverse 

connections that can be made with the student's own environment. The 

difficulty level of the assignments ranges from very easy to quite difficult. 

Some examples: 

- Name several heat sources and indicate the energy 

transformations involved in each. (easy) 

- Use the particle mode1 to describe how a thermometer 

measures air temperature. (difficul t) 

5. Environment and Technology 

Specific effects of technology on the environment are mentioned as weU 

as safety precautions that should be observed when using potentiaiiy 

hazardous apparatus. The technology is also explained in quite simple tems 

using colour photographs of actuai installations and "X-ray" diagrams so that 

the students can understand and appreciate the apparatus being used. A 

photograph of a nuclear power plant and its water cooiing tower is placed 

beside a diagram which shows how water is circulated to remove unneeded 

heat in a m u e r  so that the streams and lakes are spared the thermal 

pollution. 

6. History 

The historical development of the science discipline under study is 

emphasized. Names, nationalities and dates are presented for the 

developmenî of rnodeis, theories and apparatus. Some of the early 

(pioneer) r e m c h  is described For example, Sir Humphrey Davy is 

mentioned as the inventor of the storm lamp and the miner's safety lamp 

in 18 15. The situation in the coal mines that led to the necessity for such a 

lamp is desaibed. Then the &ect of the new lamp in texms of increased 
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miner safety is explained. The connection between a social-economic 

problem and science and technology is thus made. 

7. Summary 

Questions that are based on the whole unit are found in this section. 

The main ideas/concepts/theories presented in the unit are then 

summarized to facilitate study and review. 

As mentioned earlier, every page contains numerous full colour 

pho tographs or diagrams Uustrating, not only the suggested experiments 

but also the concepts and theories. . . 

The organization of the Manitoba text, Use the Bavarian text, closely 

p d e l s  the curriculum outline. The opening page in the chapter presents 

an incident to which the students can relate. People are coming out of a 

blizzard and into a cabin where a fue in the fireplace has aiready been 

started. The recorded conversation is in evexyday terms that could have 

been used by the students themselves. 
"You know." said Darren, shivering, "this could be dangerous. We could 

be here al1 night." 
"Then we'd better keep warm. First thing is to sniff sornething in that 

gap around the door," suggested Stephanie. "OthenMse we'll lose aii our heat." 
She tried to push her scarf into the gap. 

"Here, let me help you," said Jem, gabbing the long metd poker from 
beside the fieplace. "Ow! Why is this thing so hot when I'm so cold?" ( p. 236) 

The first topic in this unit is presented in the fonn of a question, 

" What is heat?" A brief histoficai account indudes Aristotle's ideas of the 

four elements and theh relation to hot, dry, cold, and wet. The calonc 

theory is vexy bridy mentioned and explained and the reasons for 

discarding it are briefly mentioned. However, there is no mention of the 

sciMtists involveci or the actual experiments that were performed in the 

search for an answer to the question "What is heat?" The authors simply 
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state that: 
"Over the ne.u sixty years, scientists c;urid out many heat 
expenments with solids, liquids, and gases. Their findings helped to 

dcvelup thc Kinetic Molecular 'Theory." (p. 239). 

The main ideas of this theory are then iisted. In an effort to connect the 

Kinetic Molecuiar Theory (KMT) to the students' experience the authors use 

the example of the mixing of chocolate mük powder with hot mük 

occurring faster than with cold mük. This is given as evidence that 

molecules of hot milk have more energy than molecules of cold mük and 

that heat must be a fom of energy. 

in a brief discussion the Caioric Theory is descrîbed as k ing  the 

scientists' attempt to explain what actually happens when O bjects becorne 

hot  The development of accurate balances and the consequent discovew 

that there is no mass change upon heating and cooling is given as the 

reason why many scientists doubted the va Li di^. of the Caloric Theory. 

In a separate page titted "Science Profiles", the authors profile 

Count Rumford's scientific contributions to our understanding of heat and 

temperature and very briefly mention his heat and friction experirnents. 

Findy, Joseph Black ( 17 28-1799), is mentioned as the first person to 

make a clear distinction between heat and temperature. 

Each section in the chapter of the text ends with some questions that 

require the use or application of the presented material to real-life 

situations or to restate the presented concepts or theories. The chapter 

ends with a summary of the main ideas and a vocabulary list Then 

integrative questions which require several ideas or concepts fkom the 

topic are given to the student. These are higher levei questions which 

require faKly good understanding of the individual concepts and their 

relationship to each other. For example: 
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"When would alcohol be a better choiçe than mercury to use in a 

thermometer?" 

"How could you use thermal e,upansion to Ioosen the lid on a glass jar?" 

Fkperiments are referred to but are not outhed in the text itself. A 

separate lab manual, however, contains the details for the experiments. 

Reference to the experiments is made by name and number in the text. 

The result is that students do not have a convenient correlation between 

text presented materials and related iab activities. However, simple lab 

exercises that do not need special apparatus are suggested in the text in 

special " boxestt with the heading, "TRY THIS". The foliowing is one exarnple 

of this: 
"Prepare three basins or bowis of water: one very warm, one cold, and one 

about ruom temperature. lmmersc your left hand in the very warm water and 
you right hand in the in the cold water. Leave your hands there for about one 

minute. Then immerse both hands in the third bowl. Are your hands reliable 
ris thermometers? Explain why." (p. 2 5 5 )  

The text is supported by many photographs and diagrams but most 

are in black and white oniy. Environmental effects of heat are integrated 

into the discussion of topics. In ail cases the discussion is in qualitative 

terms rather than in quantitative terms. In fact, the authors Say, 
"In future science studies you will leam how to do heat caiculations. 

For now it is enough to know that the amount of heat n-ansferred from a hot 
body to a cold one depends on three things: the masses of the bodies, the 
kinds of materials they contain, and their temperatutes." (p. 262) 

Measurements of temperature and volume of water used and mass of hot 

objects are made but calculations of heat exchange, coefficients of heat etc. 

are not done. 

The text does relate the heat concepts to devices used by students in 

their every-day M e  and to the qlanation of environmentaï effects. 

Sorne examples are: 
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friction: - useful for waking, driving, holding things 

- harmfui because of heat generation, wearing of 

tires and scraped skin 
. . 

hea t tram fer: - a thermos jug, sun-earth relation, convection 

winds, poliution distribution, heating systems in 

buildings. 

FinaIiy. for an easier and more detailed cornparison of the textuai 

content, 1 have constructed the foliowing table: 

G E R M M  MANITOBA 
1 .  human sensory tempmturc intcrprctati~ns X 
2 .  tlrc as an elernent ( Aristotle) X 
3. particle mode1 of mattcr mcntioned and assumed X X 

4. chmges of state in rnatter X X 

5. kinctic molccular thcory ( K f i ï l ' )  

- assumptions stated X 

- theory just mentioncd X 

- evidence for beiief in Khl'i' given X 

6. d o n c  theory - pro and con evidence X 
7. distinction between heat and temperature X 

8. sources of heat energy X 

9. Brownian motion X 

10. description of various thermometer types X 

1 1 .  history of thermometer development X 

t 2 .  Fahrenheit, Celsius, Reamure, Kelvin scales X 

13. heat energy and work -> temperature rise X (only heat energy)X 
14. inner energy (internai) X (themai energy)X 
15. factors affecting interna1 energy X X 

16. temperature = average particle energy X X 

17. expansion effects of heat X X 

18. friction effects X X 

- Count Rumford's cannon borïng expenments X X 

20. spemc heat capacity explained X 
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2 1. heat transfer met hods 

-convection-conduc t ion-radiation 

applications 

-heating systems 

-land and aea breezcs 
- triide winds 

-nuclear cooling towers 
- vacuum bottles 

- cc~oking pots 

- mincrs' satcty Iarnps 

- home insulation 

- arrtiç animal sumival 

- human body hcat loss 

- solrir httitiilg o f  the carth 
- solar houses and green houscs 

- solar collcctors 

- grccnhousc cffcct 

22 .  thermal equilibrium 

23. latent heat (internai cncrgy) 

24. thermal expansion and contraction 

appl icat ions:  
-coefficients of thermal espansion 
- ceramic stove tops 

- pendulum docks 

- railcar wheel manufacture 
- railway trac k distortions 

- bridge section expansion joints 

- heat activated electric switches 

- expansion joints 
25. anomalous heating behavior of water 

As suggested earlier, the Bavarian text indudes more complicated 

concepts about heat and temperature than the Manitoba text. Considering 

the fact that the German students are about a year to a year and a half 

olâer than the Manitoba students, and that there is about nyice the time 
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d o  ttmen t in Bavaria compared to Manitoba. this is quite unders tandable 

and justifiable. 

Philosophy vs. Prac tice 

As previously stated, the German  pedagogical phiiosophy of science 

teaching advocates the participation of students doing hands-on 

experimen ts. However, Henderson ( 19 92) ,  says that in Germany the 

equiprnen t is usuaily purchased for teacher demonstra tion purposes only 

and not for actual student use. I t  is stored in an adjacent room "out of 

reach of inquisitive students". In the German gymnasium, for example, 

where 1 spent a year ( 1982-'83) teaching physics and chernisuy, I found 

one Mple bearn balance for the whole chernistry department. There was 

no equipment stored in the classroom itself. There were very few student 

lab activities for which I could find enough equipment so that the students 

couid experience hands-on leaniing, even if only in groups of four or five. 

1 taught physics at the grade 5 and 6 level and chernisay at the grade 8 

level. Each physics class received one 45 minute period of instruction and 

each chemisny class received one and a half period of insiniction per 

week. The equipment avaüable to me was sufficient for demonstrations 

0Illy. 

Grim et al. ( 1992) report that norrnally schools in Germany have five 

or six sets of equipment for student experirnents, (three or four students 

per group), but if there are more than 20 students in the class it is alrnost 

impossible to do experimental work with the whole group. MUar ( l989), 

reports that students in Gexmany favored pupil experiments over 

demonstrations but the teachers' reasons for opposing experiments were 

based on the cost of equipment and the organizational problems of 

apparatus supply. 
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Personal Observations 

The students in rny ciasses in Germany were encouraged, but, 

because of the cost, not required to purchase the recommended text and 

workbook. Therefore I had to duplicate (copy) the pages from the 

workbook for those who chose not to or couid not fiord the books. The 

curious fact about the whole situation was that, had 1 not corne to the 

schooi that year, those students would not have received this science 

instruction at ail. Biology was a regular subject taught with the same time 

aiiotrnent and thus my being there doubled these students' science 

experiences that year. 

The instructions that 1 got from the head of the science department 

was to keep the students occupied and interested and 1 was told not to 

womy about how rnuch science I taught them. What 1 found was that the 

students were keenly interested when 1 pied to involve them and 

especiaiiy when I encouraged them to ask questions related to the science 

topics. They couid make connections between the schooi science and 

everyday life. When I tried to have them do lab activities the way I was 

used to doing in m y  classes in Winnipeg they were always most eager to 

get involved. However, according to Henderson (l992), the "normal" 

comm*cation in French and German schools is direct transmission and 

dialogue is uniikeiy to occur. This antiquated teaching style forces the 

students to leam by rote at home from the notes dictateci and copied at 

SChooL 

Concept Order in the Texts 

A brief Listing of the order of the concepts as they are presented in 

the two text suggests that the authors in each country have taken the age 

and mental development of the students into considation when they 
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planned the curriculum and when they wrote the texts. I assume that the 

topics are expected to be taught in the same order as they are presented in 

the text. 

First, 1 will consider the order of the content in the Bavarian text. 

The first topic presented deals with temperature and thermometers giving 

the historical development of thennometers. Then the authors explain the 

Kinetic Molecular Theory (KMT) and some evidence for its acceptance. The 

usefuiness of the KMT in explaining heat effects is discussed. There is, at 

this point, no mention of the caloric theory. 

Temperatures and Thermometers 

1. The unreliability of human temperature sense is demonstrateci 

with the simple hot, warm, cold water bowl experiment. 

2. Several different S I p e s  of thermometers are described. 

- liquid thermometers 

- minimum-m;uciniun thennometers 

- birnetallic thennometers 

- colour sensitive materiai thermome ters 

- Buid crystal thennometers 

3. A discussion, with drawings, of ancient, ( 230 B.C.) and later 

thermome ters outlining the history of thermomeay follows. The 

determination of fixed points used by the various scientists is described 

and in this way the present practice is neatly linked to the past. By 

starting with a discussion of themorneter development the writers appear 

to share the thought of Sir Hurnphrey Davys circal8 10, that 

"nothing tends so much to the advancement of science as the application of a 
new instrument". 
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The book is organized into sections dealing with specific topics 

relating to heat and temperature. 

Section 1. Temperature-Interna1 Energy-Heat 

A discussion of the KMT is used to show how scientists understand 

the structure of matter and the reaction of the particles to the addition of 

heat energy. The traditionai diagrams of tiny circies are used to represent 

solids, liquids and gases. As evidence of the constant motion of particles 

the authors describe the investigation of poilen grains in a drop of water 

done by Robert Brown in 1827. The amazing, unending, random.motion of 

these pollen particles is presented as evidence for the motion of water 

molecules. They mention that Brown originally believed that the poilen 

grains were actually some kind of life forrn. However, when particles of 

rust and dust behaved in the same marner, it became evident that Brown's 

conclusion could not be correct. Sixty years later the bombardment by 

water molecules as the cause of this motion became the accepted 

explanation. The Gennan writers state that Brown's observations became 

the "sparkling" evidence for the theory of particle motion. 

I t  should be mentioned that on the same pages various mini- 

experiments are outlined in text and/or photographs to suggest that there 

is a comection between motion, work and heat/temperature. 

Section 2. What Happens During heating? 

The question, "What happens during heating?" is presented as a 

historicai problem that kept many scientists busy. The two competing ideas 

were: 

a) heat is a fluid that is added to a substance during heating and 

removed during cooling, and 
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b) heat is the movement of invisible parricles that compose aii 

matter, are presented. 

The cannon boring experiments of Count Rumford, the American who 

lived in Munich betvveen 1775 and 1800, are briefly described The fact 

that he could get as much heat from the duii drill bit mbbing away in the 

cannon cylinder as he Uceci, convincecl hun that this "fluid" reaily did not 

exist He came to the conclusion that heat is really dependent on the 

motion that is brought to the particles of the metai during the boring 

action. The m e  nature of heat was not at aii "fluid îike (calorie)" but 

rather some kind of motion. 

The authors then explain wiiat o u .  m e n t  understanding about the 

nature of heat is. They explain the concepts of average kinetic energy of 

the particles that relate to the temperature of the substance, of intemal 

energy as the energy that the moving particles possess, of thermal 

equilibrium which occurs when two objects (substances) are in contact 

with each other and that heat energy moves from the hotter substance to 

the cooler substance until borh achieve the sarne temperature. 

2. The contributions of the German scientist, Robert Mayer, are 

described, inciuding the scorn with which his ideas were treated by 

renowned scientists in 1842. These were his ideas: 

a) The work done by agitating water raises the intemal energy 

of the water particles. 

b) To raise the temperature of a substance, energy must be added. 

c) Law of "Conservation of Energy". 

d) Energy can just be msferred nom one object to another. 

Only slowiy did the attitudes of Saentists Robert Mayer's ideas change. 

However, in 1862 the Royal Institution of Britain dedared that "no greater 
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genius than Robert Mayer has appeared in our cenhxy." 

Section 3. Using the Particle Mode1 to Understand 

The KMT is used to explain the following: 

a) changes in volume in the three States of matter, solids, liquids and gases. 

b) the different ways by which substances c m  be heated: 

i) friction, ii) work input, 

iii) contact with m e r  bodies, iv) heat fkom a flame. 

C) Changes of state of matter, melting, evaporation, condensation, fkeezing. 

Emphasis is put on the concept of interna1 energy king stored in the 

motion of the particles. 

A special section that deals with the specific heat capacicy of 

substances now follows. Emphasis is put on the study of water but other 

substances are mentioned in bar graph form in order to draw attention to 

the fact that water has by far the greatest specific heat capacity of any 

cornmon substance. 

Historical reference is made to the work-temperature change 

relationship investigations done by James Jouie ( 1843 ). Qiantitative 

problems are again presented for the student to solve. 

Heat Transfet 

The topic of heat transfer fdlows and deats with the movernent of 

heat energy by convection, conduction and radiation. Coloumil diagrams 

and /or photographs show practical applications that are likely to be part 

of the students' own experiences. (Appendix p.4.) 

Section 1. Convection 

Hot water heating systems which are Mddy used in Germany are 

clearly diagrammed to iilustrate the phenornenoon of convection. 

Potassium permanganate crystals are suggested to trace convection 
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currents in lab containers to make convection visible. Reference is made to 

the use of natural convection currents by @der pilots. Land- and sea- 

breezes are explained usuig colorful diagrams. 

Section 2. Conduction 

Heat mansport by means of conduction is then explaineci through 

the use of many diagrams, A table of values is used to show that each 

substance has i t s  own conduction coefficient. HistoncaUy, the development 

of the miner's larnp is discussed as an example of the application of 

conduction technology by Sir Humphrey Davy. The different conduction 

coefficients for various building materials are shown in a table which 

emphasizes the practicaliv of this aspect of science in a country where 

energy costs are very high. 

Section 3. Radiation 

Radiation is introduced by showing a picture of people amund a 

wood-fîre with the observation that it feels warm except that a person's 

back remains col& The concepts of radiation transmission and absorption 

are emphasized. Solar radiation is discussed in some detail in regard to its 

absorption and its refiection. Application is made to green houses and to 

solar houses as an effort to conserve conventional forms of energy by 

using radiant sola. energy. 

The last topic deals with the expansion of solids, liquids and gases 

during heating and the consequences in everyday situations: 

i) railway and bridge expansion joints, 

ii) heat sensitive electrical switches 

ii) various industriai construction applications. 

The abnormal expansion of water is outlined with the resulting 

consequences in nature, namely: 
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i) ice floats on water. 

ii) fish can survive the winter in the water underneath the ice. 

For aii of the mentioned quantitative properties there are practice 

questions of various degrees of dificulty. 

In the Manitoba text, chapters eight and nine deal with the topic of 

heat and energy. 

Cha~ter Einht 

Section 1. What is heat? 

A photo of warrnlydothed children on snowshoes, has beneath it, 

the question, "In what ways do you think these chWren are keeping or 

producing heat to stay warm?". A brief discussion of Aristotle's four 

elements is irnmediately foilowed by reference to the caloric theory 

which was developed from the observations that heat seemed to flow from 

hotter to cooler objects. The invisible heat fluid was able to flow into a 

cooler substance and out of a hotter substance. The deveiopment of 

balances necessitated that this heat fluid be characterized as masdess 

since no measurable mass change could be detected during temperature 

changes. However, because it could not explain heating by friction, it was 

discarded by 1860 and replaced by the JWT which could explain heat 

production by Fictio11. 

The other assumptions of the caloric theory are never describeci at 

ail. The scepticism of some scientists as to the validity of the caloric 

theory is mentioned but no speafic individuais are mentioned except in a 

special "science profile " page, Count Rumford is introduced as 

",.an unusual thinker of his &y." 

Of course his cannon boring experiment is outlined, but only briefly, as the 

experiment that convinceci him and many others that caloric heat fluid 
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r e a y  did not exist. 

Section 2. Sources of Heat 

Reference is made to the previously taught Law of Conservation 

of Energy. Since heat is a form of energy, it cannot be neither created 

nor destroyed only converted fkom some other fonn of energy. 

Mechanical energy 

i) friction ii) compression iii) compression 

Electrical Energy 

i) conversion appliances designeci for heat production 

ii) waste heat from other appliances 

Chernical Energy 

i) burning of fuels ii) source of body heat from food molecules 

Section 3. Heat and Changes in Volume 

The KMT is used to explain all forms of thermal expansion and 

contraction. Thermal expansion in solids, liquids, and g ase S. 

Photographs of warped rails and cracked sidewalk slabs illustrate the 

damage that can be caused by solids expanding and contracting. 

Section 4. Heat and Changes in Temperature 

A brief discussion of liquid in glass thermometers introduces the 

concept of degrees to indicated changes in liquid volume as the 

temperature changes and the rn reference points of O 'C and 100 'C are 

explainedo There is, however, no mention of the historical development of 

thermometers as in the Germm texts. 

The merits and defidenaes of mercwy and alcohol thennometers are 

outlined. Gas thermometers are mentioned as king preferabie if minute 

temperature changes need to be detected. Metal thermometers of the 

bimetallic kind are explained and diagramed and th& use in ovens stated. 
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The States of matter are diagramed ushg the familiar "ball" symbol 

for particles. The KMT is used to explain changes of state. 

Differentiation between heat and temperature is introduced by 

re fmce  to Joseph Black (1728-1799) as the originator of these two 

concepts. A cup of cocoa is used to explain the difference in a concrete 

way. The example used as "evidence" is a cup of cocoa at a temperature of 

65 O C  and a spoonfbi taken from the cup. Both have the sarne 

temperature but if spilled on one's lap a cupful will cause much more harm 

than the spoonful. The iarger amount of liquid will have a 1arge.r heat 

content than the spoonful even both had the same temperature. Thus the 

fact that heat and temperature are not alike is demonstrated in a kind of 

" thought expeximent" instead of actually carrying out a real investigation. 

Then ternperature and heat are defined in terms of "average kinetic 

energy" and "amount of thermal energy" being transferred. 

The factors that affect heat aansfer are discussed, with diagram, in 

a qualitative way. Using two equal samples of coid water and adding: 

i) 1000 g and 10 g of equaily hot metal bars to the two samples. 

ii) adding 1000 g metal bars at 100 'C and 200 O C  respectively. 

iü) Adding equal masses of equal temperature gold and silver bars. 

Each section ends with a series of qiialitative questions. Each section 

has a lab activity reference to the separate lab activity manual. 

Cha~ter Nine 

Section 1. Heat Transfer by Conduction and Convection 

The heating of a metal poker with its end in a Dame îs explained in 

one sentence. "Beginning at the hot end of the poker, kinetic energy 

passes fkom one molecule to the n a "  This is the fidl explanation of 

conduction. Relative heat conductivity with &ver as the standard = 1, is 
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presented in table form. Insulators are defineci as being non-conductors. 

The effect of heating water in a beaker resulting in the molecules 

separamg nom each other and causing it to become les dense and thus to 

rise through the cooler , unheated parts of the water sample is exphineci 

and diagramed. 

Naturai convection m e n t s  in the fonn of land and sea breezes are 

explained and diagramed Additionally, the trade wind are mentioned as 

being caused by the rising warmer equatorial air. 

Temperature inversions and the resdting smog poiiution are 

mentioned and relateci to the distribution of this poUuted air to distant 

parts of the country by means of convection CUrrents on a large scale. 

Section 2. Heat Transfer by Radiation 

Soiar energy is the example use to inaoduce radiation as a means of 

heat msfer. Glowing hot objects such as candle flames and non-glowing 

objects such as hot dothes irons are said to radiate infxared waves. 

The advantage of absorption by dark objects (dothes) and reflection 

by iight coloured objects (dothes) are qlained 

The vacuum bottle is used as an example of prevention of heat 

transfer. 

Section 3. Heat Transfer in Buildings 

Convection hot water heating systems and hot air heaeing are 

expiaineci and diagramed. 

Radiation-based heating systems in the form of dectric baseboard 

heaters are actually misrepresented since it is primêuiîy the convection 

currents set up above the baseboards that are responsible for the transfer 

of heat into the room. The text seems to îndicate that radiation is the 

primary heat ûansfer method from electric baseboards and that 
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convection is a secondary, rninor heat transfer method. However, they 

correctly mention heating coils mounted in ceilings and heat lamps set in 

ceüing receptacles as transfening heat by radiation. 

Reference to an air conditioner introduces hezt pumps as a means of 

extracthg heat from the outside environment and moving it inside the 

house 

Potentiai hazards of home heating systems and precautionary safev 

masures are outlined. 

Section 4. Preventing Heat Transfer in Buildings 

Insulation properties of various building materials are presented in 

quantitative values. The problerns of irnproper ventilation and benefits of 

proper ventilation are outüned. 

Each section ends with a set of qualitative questions. 

Each section has one lab activiv reference to a separate lab 

activity which is found in a separate lab manual. 

Cornparison of the Text Presentations 
Comection to Technology. 

Some of the appiications of SCIentific concept to technology are 

definitely a refiection of local technology. This is tme for both countries. 

Some exarnp1es indude: 

1. Germany has -y nudear power plants which empioy the tail 

water cooling t o m  that can be seen in many places in the countryside. 

Manitoba, in contrast, has no nudear power plants. 

2. G l a s  ceramic stove tops are wideiy used in German homes and 

are thus familiar to German students. Although they are a v a l e  in 

Manitoba, they are not as likeiy to be familiat to Manitoba students. 
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3. Each text has a table of t h d  resistance values for building 

materiais. However the materials listed are not the same. The German list 

indudes date roofs, hoilowed bricks, steel reinforced concrete f i o o ~ g  as 

well as niulti-pane windows. The units of conducdon are used in the 

German text, k = W , Le. watts per square metre per degree K of 
m2.K 

temperature Merence. The assigarnena include calcuiations relating to 

the energy loss and the costs using m e n t  elecaiaty rates. 

The Manitoba list Wudes dif'ferent kinds of building materiais: fiber 

insulation, wood, styrofoam , and ordinaxy brick. No uuits are use& The 

numerical values are simpIy cailed "thermal resistance". The assignments 

include calculations regarding total the& resistance for given wall 

constmc tions. 

4. An interesthg anomaly involves the indusion, in the German 

text, of the polar bear and the arctic fox, which are wicaily found in the 

Canadian Nortbiand and not at di in Germany. These animals are 

mentioned as exarnp1es of having natural adaptations for winter, namely 

growing a heavier winter coat and putting on a layer of fat. Also discussed 

is the surface area to body volume ratio which affects the minimum size of 

an anunal that c m  survive the bitter coid of arctic areas. 

Applications of Heat in Technology 

The Manitoba text discusses the production of heat from: 

a) the mechanicd energy of running water to generators to electrical 

energy. 

b) chemical energy in the f o m  of bumîng fueis. 

c) the body process of oxygen and sugar reacting. 
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The darnaging effects of excess heat on raüway tracks and sidewallcs 

and s e t s  to cause distortion and cracking are presented in word and 

picture form. 

The use of bimetallic strips in thermostats to control funiaces is v q  

bridy mentioned as a useful example of expansion and contraction. 

Expansion and contraction is again explaineci with reference to the M. 

The fact that liquids also undergo expansion and contraction is used as an 

opportunity to expiain the operation of liquid thermometers. Then the 

pros and cons of several different m e s  of modem thermometers are 

explaineci. Specificaiiy, mercury and alcohol thennometers are compared 

and contrasted The specialized uses of gas and metal (bimetallic) 

thennometers are presented. There is, however, no historical account of 

the development from "primitive" temperature measuring devices to our 

present-day modem devices. The Bavarian writers, on the other hand, 

begîn with a detaiied historical account of the development of the 

therrnometer and then continue with the problem of explaining the 

difference betwieen temperature and heat. 

Heat Transfer 

Both the Bavarian and the Manitoba text discuss and give examples 

of conduction, radiation, and convection. The Manitoba examples are, 

generally speaking, of simpkr everyday devices such as: 

1) metal pots and fire pokers, 2) non-metal pot handles 

3) heated liquids in beakers or pots/kettles 

4) Tand/sea breezes 5) solar heat movement 

6) vacuum ( thermos) botties 7) wood burning stoves 

8) home heating systems using alî three methods of heat transfer 

9) home insulation 
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Any diagram/pictures are in black and white. (AppendDc p.6-9) 

The German text presents colour photographs/diagrams of: 

1) home heating systems 2) nudear reactor cooling t o m  

3) land/sea breezes 4) polar bear/arctic fox fur 

5) a bonfire 6 )  passive solar heated house 

In addition to these there are many simple student activities suggested 

dong with colourfui diagrams/photographs. (See appendix.) 

Environmental Effects 

In addition to the landhea breezes, both texrs present other 

environmentai interactions, The Manitoba text includes two such 

interactions wfiich involve heac 

1) temperature inversions and smog 

2) tuming muniapal waste into energy 

The Gennan text presents somewhat more complicated concepts: 

1) the transpomtion and release of the heat of evaporation in the 

atmospheric moisture moving from tropical to temperate regions. 

2) absorption and reflection of s o h  radiation by the earth. 

3) the greenhouse efZect. 

4) the momaious behavior of wter. 

The higher age of the Bavarian students seems to have been taken into 

account when they planned the content of th& text Similarly, the 

Manitoba wïters seem to have taken into consideration that students in 

grade 8 are not ready for the more complex concepts and have therefore 

presented the less complicated concepts only and in a qilalitative way. 

Relevance to Student Experience 

The Bavarian text begins its heat unit with a picture of the 

disaepant event of a student holding one hand in hot water and one hand 
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in cold water and then both hands together in warm water. The object of 

this exercise is to demonstrate the unrebbility of human senses in 

determinhg hot or cold. This is a simple exercise which may well remind 

students of something that they have expdenced but haven't really 

perceived to be a problem until they are formally faced with the need for 

an explmation. I t  is used to introduce the need for a more objective 

temperature measuring device, such as thennometers. The need for an 

operational definition of temperature is clearly demonstrateci. The writers 

then go on to describe the various srpes of thennometers that have k e n  

developed. These thennometers give scientists an operational definition 

for temperature which ail scientists can use in order to avoid creating any 

confusion when reporting the results of experirnents. The use of this 

comrnon discrepant event concerning the emoneous information of our 

sensory impressions. shows that these authors have used the students' 

experiences as a motivating device in their introduction to the study of 

heat and temperature. 

The Manitoba text begins with a description of a blizzard in which 

the people enter a cottage where a fire is already burning in the fireplace. 

A discussion of this event could catch the attention of Manitoba students 

since many of them have experiences with cottages and with cold weather. 

Reference to cold weather and the need to keep warm is used as a s p ~ g -  

board to the development of the notions of heat by Aristotle and, later, 

when other s a e n t i s t j  began car- heat experiments in the 16ûûts, 

temperature. The students' previous experiences are used to get the 

students interested in the topic of heat and ternperature. 

Many of the other concepts which are introâuced in the presentation 

of the topic of heat and temperature. however, are concepts -ch the 
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Manitoba 

Manitoba 

Manitoba 

students have never heard of before. These concepts are completely new 

to the students and therefore they do not need to change any existing 

conceptions. These new scientific concepts are simply added to existing 

conceptions. Unfortunately, there is no cornpetition between what they 

already know or what they think they know. Students are faced with 

integrating completely new concepts and theories with existing 

conceptions. Some examples of these are: 

- the kinetic moledar theory -Y 
- kinetic energy of moledes -Y 
- average kinetic energy of molecules Germany 
- specific heat capacity -Y 

- heat of fbsion Germany 

- heat of vaporization -Y 

The higher age and maturity of the German students aîlows the inclusion of 

the more complex concepts which are ornitteci in the Manitoba cturiculum. 

The age difference between the Bavarian students and the Manitoba 

students have been taken into consideration. 

There seems to be, howver, quite a clifference between actual practice 

in the classroom and the official philosophy of science education in Germany. 

The inertial force of past practice of teacher demonstratiodtaking appears 

to prevent changes in actuai intsttuctionai practice. A much doser 

agreement between philosophy and practice seems to exist in Manitoba 

where more resources are available to supply upto-date and suffiaent 

apparntus for student invoIvefllent. 



Evidence 

The presentation of the kinetic rnolecular theory is quite different in 

the two texts. In the Manitoba text the assurnptions of the theory are 

stated in point form. There is no attempt made to present evidence that 

wuld support the notion that the molecules are indeed in constant motion. 

The foiiowing is an example of an "evidential argument": 
"You have seen evidence that this (molecular motion) is so. For 

example, a chocolate dnnk powder mixes with hot milk faster than it does with 

cold rniik. Evidence like this suggests that heat is a form of energy." (p. 240) 

The authors then continue to use the notion of moving molecules to 

explain conduction of heat dong the length of a fireplace poker. 

The authors of the Gennan text ais0 state that the particles that 

compose matter are in constant motion and that, when heated, this motion 

increases. However, they present two dissimilar observable events which 

can easily be explained with the use of the notion that the particles are in 

constant motion. These dissirnilar events are: 

1) A beaker of water with a crystal of purple chernical (potassium 

permanganate) dropped in. The results, in the f o m  of a picture taken 30 

minutes later, show a completely purple colored liquid even in the absence 

of any agitation whatsoever. 

2) A description of Robert Brown's investigation in 1827 with pollen 

grains in a drop of water observed with a microscope. The random motion 

of the visible polie. g r a i n s  suggested to him that the pollen grains were 

aüve but when k e l y  powdered rust and dust particies also behaved in 

the same way he realized that this couid not be the case. It was some sbay 

years later that the explanation was found in the notion that the constant 

molecular motion of water molecules was causing these Ciny visible 

particles to move randomly. 
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The German text gives a physical phenornenon as evidence or "reason 

to beiieve" while the Manitoba text seems content to rely on the authority 

of the writers to convince the students that the kinetic molecular theory is 

valid and usefd. 

Heat and Temperature 

An important aspect in the study of heat energy is the ciifference 

between heat and temperature. A sharp distinction was first made by 

joseph Black ( l728-1799), a Scottish chemist and professor of medicine at 

Edinburgh University who studied the state of thermal equüibriurn that 

existeci between objects in a m o n  It was %la& who first conceived 

clearly that heat was a measvable physical quantity distinct fkom but 

related to the quantity indicated by a thermometer and caîled 

temperature. 

The Manitoba text defines temperature as "a masure of how hot or 

cold something is" and then relates it to the average kinetic energy of 

molecules in an object Heat is defineci as a: 

". . .the arnount of thermal energy that flows from a hotter to a cooler body" p. 262. 

Heat is then related to the molecular motion of the particles that rnake up an 

object. Later in the chapter the ciifference between heat and temperature is 

again addressed with the example of a cup of hot cocoa at 65 'C. The argument 

used is that a spoonful of the cocoa molecules wiU have less energy than the 

cupful because there are fewer molecules even though the molecules in the 

spoonN move just as fast as the molecules in the cup. The same argument is 

repeated by using a pot of soup and a spoonful of this soup. Both exarnp1es can 

be quite readily understood by students. In this way the extensive propeny of 

heat and the intensive property of ternperame are expiained even though these 

terms are not used. 
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The Manitoba writers then ernphasize that temperature is not related 

to the mass of substance since the thermometer reading for the soup will 

be the saîne no matter how much soup there is. That temperature is not 

related to the type of material is explained but drawing attention to the 

fact that the soup contains many different kinds of molecules and yet has 

only one temperature. 

The variables that affect heat nansfer are then stressed, but also in 

the f o m  of an argument without the use of experinientation: 

1) Diagrams are used to iiiustrate that a large hot object has more 

heat than a small, equally hot object and will raise the temperature of a 

given amount of water more than the srnail object will. 

2 )  If equai sized objects of different temperatures are dropped into 

equal given amounts of water, the writers' statement is that the hotter 

object wiU transfer more heat than the cooler object 

3) If equal sized objects of equal temperature but of different 

substance are dropped into given amounts of water, the amount of heat 

transferred will be different. 

The Manitoba writers seem content to use the amhoritarian 

argument approach to ernphasize the distinction between heat and 

temperature. 

The German text does not use any events with which students can be 

expected to identify when they begin to explain temperature. The 

Bav- writers immediately associate temperature with the kinetic 

molecular theory and the average kinetic energy of the particles in a body. 

They state that: 

"It has been established that the average speed of the particies and the 

temperature are dosely connected." (tmnshtion mine). 
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They refer to Brownian motion as evidence for the knowledge claim that, 

at a higher temperature, the particies have faster motion. 

Several different methods of increasing the motion and thus the 

temperame of an object are suggested in the form of mini experiments. 

Heat is describeci as energy that is adâed to a body by various means: 

a) work in the form of friction. 

b) work in the form of repeated bending of a substance like a wire. 

C) heat fkom a flame. 

d) heat fkom a warmer substance in contact with a colder substance. 

AU of these effects are expiaineci in terms of the increased motion of the 

particies in an object. 

To emphasize that there is a difference between heat and 

temperature the Bavarian writers do use an example that would be 

familiar to the students. The perspective fkom u\Yi.ch they approach the 

problem is quite different fkom the Manitoba approach but, perhaps both 

are equaiiy effective. If equal amounts of energy were given to the water 

in a bathtub and tu the water in a teacup, both would experience an equal 

increase in intemal energy. However, in the bathtub of water the energy 

would be distributed to far more partides than in the teacup. Therefore 

the average kinetic energy of the molecules wuld hardly change at ail and 

the temperature wuid stay almost unchangeci. On the other hand, the 

fewer particles in the teacup receiving the same amount of energy, would 

expeIience a large increase in temperature. For this example, however, the 

writers do not explain how such an equal amount of heat could be added 

The Bavarian Wnters use diagrams Uustrating 100 Watt 

immersion heaters which deiîvers "precisely" 1000 Joule per second. If 

immersed in equai volumes of water at equal temperatures for 30 s and 
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for 60 s, the latter sample wouid experience double the temperature 

increase compared to the former sample. Further, if one uses different 

masses, say double, of the same substance, the heater would need to be 

"on" for twice the time to produce the same temperature increase. This is 

a somewhat different approach used to explain the relationship between 

added heat and temperature change. 

These various method suggest that there is no one "best" method to 

teach the merence between heat and temperature. 
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Chapter 7. Discussion and Conclusions 

I have compared the curricular requirements and the textbook 

response to them for the tearhing of heat and temperature in two quite 

different countries, namely Gennany/Bavaria and Canada/Manitoba 

These countries ciiffer not oniy in language but also in their historical- 

social development and general outlook The cornparison involves the 

CUTJricuia and texts king used and the historical evolution of our 

understanding of and differentiation b e t w a  heat and temperature. Ais0 

included are the results of research into science teaching by erninent 

researchers. 

1 began the discussion with the historical record of the development 

of the scientific concepts of heat and temperature. I have argued that 

knowkdge of the historical development of concepts is very important in 

understanding how students leam science. Here I will briefly recapituiate 

the history of the development of these concepts and then detennine 

whether or not there is evidence that curriculum developers and textbook 

writers use such a historical sequence or format for the presentation of the 

concepts of heat and temperature. 

In the 18th cenhiry heat was considered to be a substance-like 

quantity that could be added to and removed nom objects. I t  could be 

produced in quite Smple ways, like by fîre, by rubbing or fkom the sun. 

Every-day experiences shaped the concept and the language used to taik 

about it. Physical phenornena like expansion and contraction couid be 

easiîy explained by the addition or removal of heat. Physiçai properties 

were attributed to this "substance" which eventuaiîy was named "calorie". 

By the beginning of the 19th cenniry some scientist were considering 
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another theory to explain the same physical phenomena. The theory of 

motion of particles was considered to be more miitN. Competing schools 

of thought emerged, with the centrai question being, " 1s heat a substance 

or is heat motion?" When scientists began to quants th& experiments 

the physical descriptions and properties of "caloric" became more complex 

and sometimes contradictory. For example, the expansion of water when 

cooled below 4 OC contradicted the notion that caloric occupies space. 

Moreover, the unlimited amount of heat produced by fnction contradicted 

the notion that heat is conserved. Eventuaily more and more scientists 

became convinced chat the caloric theory was not accurate and that the 

kinetic molecular theory, which was favoured by rnany in the scientific 

community, could explain ail the heat phenomena observations without 

contradictions. Thus a major paradigm shift occureci in the scientific 

understanding of h ~ a t -  The caloric theory was out and the kinetic 

moIecular theory was in. 

The understanding of temperature became possible only when an 

instrument was dweloped that could give an operational definition for 

temperature. This instrument was the thennometer. 

The progression of these developments took many years and 

involved many people. When little knowledge was available, the concepts 

were simple and even contradictory. but satisfactory. When more 

information accumulateci the concepts became more complex and were 

altered and sometimes discarded in favour of different, more useful 

concepa. The former. d o n c  concepts are, however, not forgotten and are 

SU used in simple contexts, suitable for elexnentay school children. 

Chiidren have conceptions about the world that ailow them to make 

adequate sense of their environment and live in relative safety. In the 
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area of heat and temperature, cMdren have a wide varîety of experiences 

fkom which they develop their own conceptions. These conceptions are 

simple but quite strongly held (robust) , with no distinction made between 

hedt and temperature. The complexiv of these preconceptions inmeases 

with age and matunty. The vocabulary used in connection with their 

conceptions is developed in the context of everyday conversation with 

family members, fnends and the public media to wfiich the student might 

have access. The social context in which many of these conceptions 

develop determines the vocabuhy used and unders tood by the s tudent. 

As the chiid gets older the conceptions become more complex as more 

information through experiences becornes available. Heat is seen as 

something that can move from one place to another and from one object to 

another. Heat becomes an entity, a substance, separated fkom objects. A 

further progression connects heat to degrees (numbers). Higher numbers 

sigmfy hotter which is considered to represent more heat Without forma1 

instruction the differentiation between heat and temperature does not 

occur. Other important concepts that never seem to develop without 

formal insmction include: heat of M o n ,  heat of melting, s p d c  heat 

The teacher, who understands the same concepts as the students but 

from a science perspective, may use much the same vocabulary but with a 

different understanding of theV meaning. Many scientific t m s ,  -ch 

were developed when scientists investigated heat and temperature 

changes, are not used by students und they hear about them in a saence 

dass. Until this tirne they have managed quite well with th& own 

conceptions which they can describe in their own wrds. Now they are 

faced with the necessisr of formalizing these conceptions. To some 

students this is a weicome step toward sophistication and they appreciate 
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it for the power it gives them in understanding what may have been 

baffling phenomena. 

However, for many students who may not be particularly interested 

in academic studies in the early teen-age years, the personal motivation to 

leam new ways of thinking and explaining may not be very strong. These 

students rnay waot to continue to use theh own conceptions. Even 

carefully planned teaching strategies that dwelop the concepts of science 

and expand th& use to rnany discrepant events may not be enough to 

convince these students that the scientific understandings are more useful. 

Neither the curriculum guides nor the texts deal with the problem of 

students' reten tion of preconcep tions. Both documents present the 

concepts in a certain order and depth but give no suggestions as to how the 

students can be motivated. It  seems to be left entirely up to the teacher to 

make the "human" comection between the concepts and the students. The 

teacher must make the stientific concepts seem relevant and appear 

fniitful to the student. 

Calorîc Theory: a useful pedagogical device? 

The once useful caioric theory of heat -ch allowed early scientists 

to understand heat in the context of their time, has k e n  shown to be 

inadequate for explainhg all heat and temperature phenomena. It was 

therefore totally discarded by scientists as an explanation for heat and 

temperature phenomena. Many science educators, however, suggest that 

in the initial presentation of this topic, it is still  a useful theory as a 

pedagogical device. It can help students to get an early, partial 

understanding of heat concepts in a less formai way and help them 

formulate and develop their own conceptions or mental models especiaiiy 

for heat nansfer. In fact, the theory can serve as a "bridge" between 
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initial and full conceptual understanding of heat and temperature. We say, 

"Heat is added to an object" or "When an object cools it loses h a "  

Teachers and students can use this "discardeci" theory even though it is not 

totally adequate for aii heat phenornena As long as there is no 

appreciable transformation of heat nom or into any other form of energy 

it is useful and convenient to think of heat as a fiuid that flows from one 

object into another. Many cdorimetric detenninations can be carried out 

equally well when thinking of heat as an indestructible fluid as by 

thinking of heat as energy. In my experience, the kinetic molecular th- 

cm be taught and used sixnultaneously with the caloric theory without 

serious compromise of the inteprity of science teaching. 

This raises a new question. "1s there explicit or implicit evidence 

that the writers of the curriculum and/or texts make use of the caloric 

theory in their presentation of heat concepts?" 

The introduction to the Bavarian curriculum document States that 

students will consider their everyday heat experiences and "realize that 

the particle mode1 be useN in the explanation of these experiences." 

(My translation.) The Nnculum outline uses the tenn "Zufuhr von 

W-e" which translates as "addition of heat". Interestingly, this 

reference suggests that heat is samethhg that can be added to a body. 

However, it occurs in the outline only &er temperature has been defined 

as the average kinetic energy of particies. Direct reference to the caloric 

theory is not ever made. 

The Manitoba C m c u l m  guide starts with the statement, "Heat is a 

form of energyen The next statement is, "Ternperature is a measure of the 

average kinetic energy." Particles of matter - not mentioned. Later 

statments also suggea a "substance me" nature of heat For example: 
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" H a t  can be transformed" and, "Heat c m  be produced." and. "Heat can be 

transferred." But nowhere is there any direct mention of the caloric 

theory. 

The Bavarian text explains heat as king the resuit of partide motion 

and presents the evidence of Brownian motion, fiction, diffusion in liquids 

etc. Then, in a special section, it deüberately presents the historical aspect 

of science and devotes aimost a whole page to a description of the caloric 

"WSLrmestoff' theory. It outlùies bridy how the theory was useful as an 

explanation for some heat phenornena iike expansion and contraction and 

then claims that the apparent massless nature of calonc was the major 

defïciency of the theory. Rumford's cannon boring work is desaibed as 

the evidence that the caloric theory was not a valid theory. Not 

surprisingly, after this reference, the caloric theory is not mentimeci again 

in the text. 

The Manitoba text also presents the met ic  molecuiar theory and 

then refers to the caloric theory but without any details. The massless 

nature of heat dong with the production of heat by friction is mentioned 

as major defiaencies of the calonc theory. The statement, '%y 1860, the 

caloric th- had ken discarded, is the last reference to the caloric 

theory. Rumford's work is mentioned very briefly as producing the finai 

evidence for conduding that the caloric theory was not usefui. 

Neither the Bavarian nor the Manitoba documents use the caloric 

theory as a pedagogicai device. Unfortunately. the theory seems to be 

presented only as a curîous detail of history and nothing more. But as 

indicated before, the caioric theory c m  be used as a pedagogical device for 

the teaching of heat and temperature 
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The Philosophy of Science Education in the Two Countries 

Based on my interpretation of the cumicuiar materials, the 

philosophies of science teaching in the two countries are not very different. 

Both stress the importance of active student involvement in guided 

saence experiments/activities in addition to formal instruction. Students 

are to develop positive attitudes towards technology using science as the 

link to understanding and appreciathg the benefits and hazards of 

technological advances for modem living. An awareness of environmental 

connections to science and technology is to be fostered so that intelligent 

decisions can be made regarding social and environmental issues. 

In both counuies there is an emphasis on scientific literacy. 

Students are to become familiar with the language used to describe naturd 

and saentific phenornena, They are to acquire the ability to, not only 

understand the language of science and technology, but also use it 

effectiveiy themselves. 

Both countnes emphasize the safety aspect of scientific activities. 

Knowledge of the hazards assodated directly with science and technoIogy 

is to be acquired and appreciated. However, the impact of science and 

techn01,ogy on the environment is stressed in both the CUITicuîunz and 

texts. 

The B a v W  curricuîum is far more mensive than the Manitoba 

CUlTicul~m As the Table on pages 54 & 55 shows, there are numerous 

topics in the Bavarian curriculum that are not included in the Manitoba 

curricuium. The concepts are also treated in a quantitative manner when 

posibie while the Manitoba &dum requires a primarily qiialitative 

neatment The expansion and contraction of soli&, liquids and gases are 

presented simply as "When heated they expand and when cooled they 
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contract. Unlike the Manitoba topics the Bavarian topics also include 

specific heats and coeffiaeats of expansion and other concepts, as 

mentioned on page 41. The extra concepts and the greater depth of 

treatment in the Bavarian CUITicuiuni is probably due to both the higher 

age of the Bavarian students and to the larger time aliowance for the study 

of heat and temperature in Bavaria. 

The sequence of the concepts in the two curriculum docum.ents is 

basicaiiy the same except that the Bavarian cumiculum has many "extra" 

concepts added and many concepts are deveioped in greater depth. For 

exarnple: the law of heat exchange, pressure &ect on melting and boiling 

points, heat machines and others are more developed and listeci on page 4 1. 

The Bavarian text uses many more historical references to round out 

the presentation of the concepts. For example, Brownian motion, Robert 

Mayer's work regarduzg the conservation of energy, the development of 

thermomeny and therrnometers, Sir Humphrey Davy's invention of the 

coal rnitlers safety lamp. It also has many suggested experiments which 

are included right in the texts while the Manitoba text has very iittle in the 

way of experimental suggestions. Both class and do-at-home experiments 

are included in the Bavarian text. 
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Chapter 8. Implications for Classroom 

1 have compared the science cumicula about heat and temperature 

for Germany and Manitoba and examineci a relevant text bMg used in 

each country. In this comparison 1 have outlined what is expected of 

middle schooi students in Manitoba and the somewhat older students in 

Germany. The research 1 examined that relates to the topic of heat and 

the comparison 1 made between the two curricula and the comesponding 

texts led me to some important implications for the dassroom. These are: 

1. Students develop their own "highly robust" conceptions in a social 

context which mers greatly from the context of the science dassroom. 

Because of the "robusmess" of these preconceptions, they may never be 

totally erased from the students' minds. However, research suggests that 

this is not a cause for wonying. Teachers shouid ensure that students be 

made aware of the diverse contextual ciifferences that can exist when 

discussing heat For example, when a cooking pot is placed on a stove we 

Say "heat moves fkom the element into the pot? The scientifc version 

would be, "the fast moving partides of the hot stove dement cause the 

particles, of which the pot is composeci, to vibrate faster. These cause the 

partides of the food in the pot to vibrate faster a in this way heat up the 

food." Students must be led to realize that each context uses a spedfic 

vocabulary to express basicaily the same idea. The students must be 

shown that it is quite acceptable to use alternative exphnations as long as 

they match the context 

2. Research strongly suggests that even though the calonc theory is not 

consîdered to be an adequate qlanation for heat phenornena and is 

therefore discarded by scientists, it was, nontheless, usefui to help 
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scientists arrive at the mently used kinetic molecuiar theory. In the 

same way, 1 would argue that the caloric theory can and should be used by 

teachers today as an intermediate level of understanding of heat and 

temperature. The original historiai process can be recreated in the 

dassroom to facilLitate the process of concepnial development in the rninds 

of the students. 

3. A clear difierence in the expectations in terms of the nurnber of 

concepts and the depth cf treatment in the two counaies has been shown 

to exist. The German/Bavarîan expectations are higher as befits the older 

students and the larger time allotment given to them. The concepts 

presented are more complex and they are given quantitative treatment. 

The older German students are likely more prepared for the formal 

thinking and understanding that is necessary for these concepts. These 

findings strongly suggest that it is very important for teachers to keep the 

matunty level of the students in mind when planning instructional 

materials and course content. Moreover, some flexibility must be 

exercised by the teacher when deciding on specific instruction for specific 

classes. I have argueci that the Manitoba teachers need not be concemed 

by the qualitative ernphasis and nature of theh teaching of these concepts 

and have suggested that the quantitative treatment of science concepts for 

younger students c m  and should be delayed until the students are ready 

for it 

4. Teadiers know that the proper progression in teaching is to move 

ftom what the student knows to what the student is required to learn. It 

is imperative, then, that the teacher, the tactbook writer and the 

Cumcuium designer keep this in mind. In addition, the preconceptions 

held by the students must be considered by the teachers when new 
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concepts are being presented. When a teacher is cognizant of the 

preconceptions held by students, s/he can at least partiaiiy bridge the gap 

between them and the new concepts so that the student c m  more easily 

consmct his/her own conceptions in a mpaningful way. Wherever 

possible a student's personal experience should be used or taken into 

account in order to stimulate interest and faalitate comprehension and the 

constmction of new meaningfid conceptions. 

5. The two texts use different activities and drfferent examples to teach 

the same sciantific concept. This suggests that a variety of teaching 

strategies can be equaiiy effective. By using diffexent approaches, the 

teacher can match or involve the students' own expiences in the process 

of conceptuai development The specinc social and econornic context of the 

student can and should be used. For example, the coohg towers of 

nudear power plants, common in Germany, are used to illustrate the heat 

of vaporization in the Bavarian text Blizzards, a common experience for 

Manitoba students, are used to introduce the unit on heat and 

temperature. 

Further Research 

A question that naturally arises is "Why is there so Little research 

comparing science curricuia in Merent countries?" Several reasons for 

this corne to mind. First, the language difference requires that the 

researcher be fluent in both German and higlish and also be a science 

teacher having taught in b t h  corntries. These two conditions are seldom 

common to one person. 1 am fortunate in that I am fluent in both 

languages had the opportunity to teach science for a year in Germany. I 

was able to becorne acquainted with the German education system and to 

gain an interest in a cornparison study. 
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Secondly, North American teachers who do get a chance to teach in 

German schools are usuaUy assigned to teach EhgIish language courses, 

regardless of th& normal school situation. Such teachers generally get a 

cultural evperience only. 

Thirdly, the physical distance between the counnies rnakes the 

acquisition (availabüiw) of relevant documents more problematic and thus 

discourages such research. 

Finally, science education is international and science pedagogy and 

curriculum design are percieved as being fairly uniform. Aithough there 

are descriptions of curricula of secondary science courses for various 

couniries in Europe in the literature, these descriptions may not suggest 

important implications for the saence classroom 

One important question, for which I do. not have a cornprehensive 

answer, is, "Do teachers in both countries actually allow the students to get a 

'hands on" involvement?" Based on my experience in Germany and the 

observations that the classrooms are devoid of standard lab equiprnent and 

the observecl scarcity of lab supplies in the storage areas, I am led to believe 

that the science teaching does not involve very much hands-on student 

participation. My own teaching style was affected by the iack of apparatus. 

Moreover, the Gennan students' acceptance, without cornplaint, of the 

lecture-demonstration approach, suggests that t h i s  is what they are used to 

and what they expect from the teacher. 

On the other hand, my experience in Manitoba schools is quite 

different. Frequent hands-on student group activities are used to foster 

interest in science and to develop the skills needed for problem solving. 

Manitoba studeats get restless and begin to complain when they are not 

dowed to participate as much as they think they should. There seems to be 
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more of a mismatch between the phüosophy and the teaching practice in 

Germany than we fïnd in Canada. 

A more complete and more upto-date answer tu this question can 

only be found by either direct observation in science classrooms in each 

country or by direct questioning of the science teachers. Since neither of 

these is an option for me at this tirne, the answer must be left for future 

investigation. 

As mentioned earlier, very fittle research in science education of a 

comparative nature has been done. A continuation of this study could 

focus on the actual teacher practice in the dassoom and laboratory. 

Various aspects of instruction and practice couid be considered. The 

foilowing questions suggest thernselves: What kind of strategies are used 

to darify the differences between the concepts of heat and temperature? 

Which laboratory activities are being used successfulïy? To what extent 

are equipment and supplies k i n g  provideci for proper laboratory worki 

How large are the student groupings for iab activities? These are some 

ideas that might be exploreci to foUow up this thesis. 
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Aus der Geschichte: Die Entwicklung von Thermometerskalen 

Von 1640 an widmete sich insbesondere die Akademie in 
Florenz der Entwicklung von Thermometern. Bild 4 zeigt 
ein dort gebautes Alkoholthermometer. Die kunstvolle 
Glaskrone stellt die Thermorneterkugel (also das Voriats- 
gefa0 für die Thermometerflüssigkeit) dar. Oas schlanke 
Steigrohr ist fast einen Meter lang. 420 aufgeschmolzene 
Glasperlen bilden die Thermometerskala. Als Nullpunkt 
hatte man vermutlich den Flüssigkeitsstand bei gro0ter 
Winterkalte gewiihlt und als Hochstwert den Stand bei 
grogter Sommerhitze. 

Natüriich war solch ein Thermometer ziemlich unhand- 
lich. Man kam deshalb auf den Gedanken. das dünne 
Rohrchen in Form einer Wendel ,aufzuwickeln' (Bild 5). 

Wenn die Thermometer verschieden dicke Steigrohre 
oder unterschiedlich geteiite Skalen hatten, konnten die 
Messungen der einzelnen Thermometer nicht miteinan- 
der verglichen werden. Für die gleiche Temperatur erhieft 
man mit jedem Thermometer einen anderen MeBwert! 

So war denn folgendervorschlag, derauf den danischen 
Astronomen Olaf Romer (1644-1710) zurückgeht, ausge- 
sprochen vorteilhaft: Auf den ThermometerskaIen soliten 
künftig die Hohen der Flüssigkeitssaulen bei schmeizen- 
dem Eis und bei siedendem Wasser markiert werden. 

Der Schwede Anders Celsius (1701-1744) griff die ldee 
auf, die Schmelaemperatur von Eis und die Siedetempe- 
ratur von Wasser ais Temperaturfixpunkte zu verwenden. Er 
schlug 1742 folgendes vor: 

Der Abstand mischen den Markierungen für diese Fix- 
punkte (d. h. der Fundamentalabstand) sol1 in 100 gleiche 
Teile eingeteiit werden; dabei ist Quecksilber als Thermo- 
meterflüssigkeit zu verwenden. 

Allerdings betrug bei Celsius die Siedetemperatur des 
Wassers O Grad und die Schmelztemperatur von Eis tOO 
Grad! Erst spater wurde die Skala umgedreht. 

suchte er nach Temperaturfixpunkten für seine MeSskala 
Als einen Fixpunkt und als Nullpunkt seiner Thermometer- 
skala wkihite er die Temperatur einer Mischung aus Eis. fe- 
stem Satmiak und Wasser (,KaItemischungn); diese Tem- 
peratur sol1 auch die tiefste Nachttemperatur des bitter- 
kaiten Winters von 1709 gewesen sein. Fahrenheit home, 

! 
durch diese Wahl negative Temperaturen vermeiden zu 

Nach dem franzosischen Naturwis- 
senschaftler René-Antoine Réaumur 
(1683-1757) ist eine Thermometer- 
skala benannt bei welcher der Fun- 
damentalabstand in 80 gleiche Teile 
unterteiit ist Bis zum Ende des 19. 
Jahrhunderts wurden Temperaturen 
oft in "R (Grad Reaumur) angegeben. 
Die Reaumurskala wird heute nicht 
mehr vewendet 

In Amerika ist auch heute noch die 
Fahrenheitskala in Gebrauch. Diese 
wurde 1714 - I s o  noch vor der Cel- 
siusskala -von Daniel Gabriel Fahren- 
heit (1686-1736) aus Danzig entwik- 
keit Fahrenheit baute seine Thermo- 
meter in der heute noch ublichen 
Form und fülîte einige mit Quecksil- 
ber, andere mit Alkohol, ûffenbar an- 
geregt durch einen Besuch bei Olaf 
Romer in den Jahren 1708 und 1709. 

konnen. AIS zweiter Fixpunkt diente I 

ihm verrnutlich seine eigene Korper- i 
temperatur. ! 

Fahrenheit markierte die Hohe der 
Rüssigkeits&ule bei diesen beiden 
Fixpunkten: dann teitte er den Ab- 
stand zwischen den Markierungen in 
100 gleiche Teile. Die Schmelztempe- 
ratur des Eises betrug auf seiner Ska- 
la 32OF (sprich: Grad Fahrenheit) und 
die Siedetemperatur des Wassers 
212 OF. 

Die verschiedenen Temperaturska- 
len kannst du in Bild 6 miteinander 
vergleichen. 

Fragen und ~ufgabén zurn Text 

1 In der Oberpfalz wurde im Sommer 
1983 eine Lufttemperatur von 40°C (im 
Schatten) gemessen. Hohere Temperatu- 
ren wurden in Deutschland in diesem 
Jahrhundert nicht erreicht. 

Gib diese Temperatur in S und 'R an. 
(Du kannst sie aus Bild 6 ablesen.) 

2 In wieviel Teile ist der Fundamental- 
abstand bel der Reaumurskala und bei 
der Fahrenheitskala unterteilt? 



V 4 Bild 3 zeigt den Versuchsauf- 
bau. Ziehe die Schnur wie eine Sage 
hin und her. Fasse anschlieflend die 
Schraubenzieherklinge an. 

V 5 Für diesen Versuch eignet sich 
am besten ein elektronisches Ther- 
mometer. Klemrne eine Wasche- 
klammer aus Holz an seinen Tempe- 
raturfühler. Ob sich die Temperatur 
andert. wenn du die Wascheklarnmer 
mehrmals drehst? 

Notiere die Temperatur bei Ver- 
suchsbeginn und nach der IO., 20.. 
30.. 40. und 50. Drehung. 

Stelle deine Meûwerte in einem 
Diagramm dar (waagerechte Achse: 
Anzahl der Drehungen; senkrechte 
Achse: Temperatur). Was kannst du 
aus dem Diagramm ablesen? 

V 6 Halte eine Farirradpumpe mit ei- 
Y 

nem Lappen fest. ünd bewege den 4 

Kolben etwa 20mal hin und her. Was 
spürst du, wenn du danach den unte- 
ren Teil der Purnpe berührst? 

Wtederhole diesen Vorgông, halte 
jetzt aber die Pumpenoffnung mit 
dem Daumen zu. 

V 7 Kdtin man Wasser dadurch er- 
wzirmer,, daB man es eine Minute lang 
kfiftig schüttelt? 

a) Probiere es mit 100 g Wasser in ei- 
nem verschlie6baren Kunststoffge- 
fa0 aus (Bild 4). Mi0 die Anfangs- und 
die Endtemperatur moglichst auf 1/10 
Grad genau. 

Wie andert sich die Temperatur, 
wenn du zwei oder drei Minuten lang 
schüttelst? 

b) Überlege, wie du in einern Kontrolf- 
versuch nachweisen konntest, da0 
keme Erwarrnung durch die Hand 
stattfindet. 

Nun konnen wir auch erklaren. warum die Temperatur einer 
Brernsscheibe beim Brernsen ansteigt t81Ider 1 u. 2) 

Die Bremsscheibe 1st fest mit dem Rad verbunden und dreht 
sich mit hm. Tritt der Fahrer auf das Bremspedai, so werden die 
Bremsbelage gegen die Sremsscheiben geprei3t. 

Die Oberflachen eines Bremsbeiages Oder einer Bremsschei- 
be (Bild 8 )  scheinen glatt und eben ru sein. Durch ein Mikroskop 
betrachtet. sehen sle aber wle eine Gebirgslandschaft aus (&Id 
9). ûeim Brernsen greifen die Unebenheiten der Oberflacnen in- 
einander (Bild IO). Bremsscheibe und Bremsbeiage verhaken 

sich. werden wieder auseinandergerissen. verhaken sich von 
neuern usw. Daber werden stand~g Teilchen von ihren Platzen ge- 
zerrt. federn zurück und schwingen dann heîtiger als tuvor. Und 
das bedeutet ja nichts anderes. ais daB die Temperatur der 
Bremsscheibe (und der Brernsbelage) ansteigt. 

Nimmt die mittlere Teiichengeschwindigkeit ab. so sinkt die Tem- 
peratur des Korpers. 

Man kann sich nun vorstellen. da0 die Teilchen irgenawann zur 
Ruhe kommen. Diese theoretische Vorstellung führt zu der Ver- 
mutung. dafi es eine niedrigste Temperatut gibt. Tatsachlich hat 
die Ternperatur einen solcnen Eefstwen: et liegt Dei -273 'C. 

Ein Ansteigen der Temperatur eines Korpers bedeutet tmrner. 
da6 die rnittiere Teilchengeschwindigkeit erhoht wird 

Ein Teilchen, das in Bewegung ist. besitzt Bewegungsenergie 
(iunetische Energie). ErMrmt man den Korper. so nimmt mit der 
Geschwindigkeit der Teilchen auch ihre Bewegungsenergie LU. 

Je h6her die Temperatur eines Korpefs ist, desto gr6ûer ist 
die (mittlere) 8ewegungsenergie jedes seiner Teikhen. 

Fragen und Aufgaben zum Text 

1 Die Temperatur eines Korpers steigt Was bedeutet das für 
die Teilchen, aus denen der Korper besteht? 

2 In V 7 wurde Wasser durch Sciiurteln erwamt Was geschah 
dabe! mrt den Wasserteilchen? 

3 €Mare V 4 irn Teilchen- 
modeII. - -  - 

4 In das linke Glas von Bild 
I l  wurde gerade ein Kornchen 
Farbstoff geworfen. in das 
rechte schon vor 30 Minuten. 
Oas Wasser im rechten Glas 
wurde nicht bewegt . . . 



Energie unterwegs 

1 Die Konvektion 

ln Heizungsanlagen wird Energie vom Heizkessel in die einzelnen Wohnriiume transportiert. 
Die Bilder 1-4 zeigen. wie eine Zentralheizungsanfage heutzutage aussieht. 

C Wenn du die Moglichkeit hast, soll- 
test du dir einmal eine Zentral- 
heizungsanlage genauer ansehen. 
Versuche, die in der Schemazeich- 
nung dargestellten Teile im Hei- 
zungskeller zu finden. 

O Wie gelangt die Energie vom Kes- 
sel in die Heizkorper? 

O Welche Aufgabe hat das Ausdeh- 
nungsgefaB? 

O Haufig regelt man Heizungsanla- 
gen mit Hilfe von Temperaturfüh- 
lern (Thermostaten). Es gibt Ther- 
mostate, die EinfluB auf die Vor- 
lauftemperatur haben; andere wir- 
ken direkt auf die einzelnen Heiz- 
korperventile. Überlege dir die 
unterschiedlichen Auswirkungen. 

O Die Darstellung der Zentralhei- 
zung in Bild 1 ist vereinfacht. In 
Wirklichkeit lauft 2.0. das kühlere 
Wasser des Rücklaufs nur zum Teil 
in den Kessel. Der andere Teil wird 
im Mischer mit heiBem Wasser ge- 
mischt und als Vorlauf wieder in die 
Heizkorper gepumpt . . . 

V 1 Stelle einen Kochtopf mit Was- 
ser auf den Herd, und schütte ein 
wenig Gries oder Reis hinein. 

Beobachte, wie sich die einzelnen 
Kornchen bewegen. 

V 2  In einen mit Wasser gefulften 
Rundkolben werden einige Kristalle 
Kaliumpermanganat gegeben. Die 
Kristalle Iosen sich langsam auf und 
fiirben das Wasser am Boden des 
Kolbens violett. 

Nun wird ein Brenner seitlich an den in welchen Enffernungen sich das 
Rundkolben gestellt (Bild 5). Radchen noch neben den Warme- 

Erklare deine Beobachtungen. quellen dreht. 

V 3 Halte ein einfaches Windrad 
(Bild 6) im Abstand von 20 cm über 
eine Kenenflamme. Versuche, dei- 
ne Beobachtung t u  erklaren. 

Suche nach Stellen, wo sich das 
Windrad drehen konnte: z B. über 
Herdplatten, ofen, Lampen oder ei- 
nem Bügeleisen. Probiere auch aus. 

V 4 Eine brennende Kerze, die vor 
einer weiBen Wand steht. wird mit ei- 
nern Diaprojektor beleuchtet. Be- 
trachte das Schattenbild der Kerze. 

Ersetze die Kene auch durch eine 
Gluhlarnpe Oder ein Bügeleisen. 

Gib eine Erklaning für deine Beob- 
achtungen. 



info: Strornende Materie transportiert Energie 

In einer modernen Zentralheizungsanlage 
sorgt eine Pumpe dafur. da0 das Wasser 
durch die Rohrleitungen und die Herzkor- 
per stromt. Das hei8e Wasser transpor- 
tiert Energie vom Heizkessel in die einzet- 
nen Raume. Das abgekuhtte Wasser tlie0t 
dm7 zum Kessel zuruck. 

Ein solcher Kreistauf kann auch ganz 
von selbst in Gang kommen In Bild 7 
steigt das erwarmte Wasser nach oben 
und kuhleres stromt von der Seite nach 
Dieses Verhalten von Flussigkeiten (und 
Gasen) laBt sich leicht erklaren 

Wenn man einer Flussigkeit an einer 
Stelle Energie in Form von Warrne zufuhrt. 
steigt dort ihre Temperatur. Der erwarm- 
te Bereich der Flussigkeit dehnt sich aus. 
d. h.. sein Volumen vergro0ert sich. una 

seine Dichte nimmt ab. Dieser Teil der gleichmaflig ewarmt werden. so da0 
Russigkeit 1st somit leichter als die dar- Bereiche mit unterschiedlichen Tempe- 
uber befindlichen flussigkeitsschichten: raturen entstehen. 
er steigt nach oben. Dafur sinkt kuhtere So erwarmt z. B ern Heizkorper die ihn 
Flussigkeit wegen ihrer gro8eren Dichte umgebende Luft. Diese steigt uber dem 
nach unten Heizkoroer auf. und kuhlere stromt nach. 

Man nennt den Energietransport. der an 
einen Transport von Materie gebunden 1st. 
Konvektion (oder Mitführung ). 

Konvektion tntt nicht nur in Flussigkei- 
ten. sondern auch in Gasen auf. 

Die Energie wird von Materie mitge- 
führt. Mit dem Flüssigkeits- oder Gas- 
strom ist ein Energiestrom verbunden. 

In der Natur gibt es ahnliche Luftstro- 
mungen: Die Sonne erhitzt die Luft uber 
trockenem Untergrund (Getretdefelder. 
Felsen. Sand) starker als uber Wiesen, 
Waldern und Gewassern. Die erhittte Luft 
steigt auf. In der Umgebung sinkt kühlere 
Luft ab und stromt von unten nach. 

Segelfiieger nutzen die Aufwinde. um 
nach oben tu steigen. Sie fliegen enge 

In unserer Umwelt gibt es viele Beispiele Kurven in Beretchen aufsteigenderwarm- 
für die Konvektion. Sie tritt immer dann luft (.,Thermikblasen") und wetden in die 
auf, wenn Flussigkeiten oder Gase un- Hohe mitgenommen (Bild 8).  

Aufgaben 

1 €in interessanter Versuch: 
€in kieines Gefal3 wird mit gefarb- 

tem. heiaem Wassergefüllt und mit ei- 
nem Stopfen. in dem me!  krrzo G!zs- 

rohre stecken. 
verschlos- 

sen (Bild 9). 
Was wird ge- 

schehen. wenn 
man es in ein 

Becken mit 
kaltem Wasser 

9 stellt? 

2 ln Bild 10 1st eine Zentralheizung 
gezeichnet. wie es sie zu Beginn des 
20. Jahrhunderts gab. Die verwende- 
ten Rohre hatten einen gro6eren 
Ourchmesser als heutige Heizungs- 
rohre. Auch dauerte es langer, bis die 
Heizkorper warm wurden. 

Weicher Unterschied besteht m i -  
schen dieser Heizung und einer mo- 
dernen Zentralheizung (Bild l)? 

Wie funktionierte sie? 

3 Wenn man die Tir eines geheiz- 
ten Zimmers offnet, kann man an ei- 
ner brennenden Kerze erkennen. da0 
Luft oben aus dem warmen Aaum 
heraus- und unten hineinstromt. Gib 
dafür eine Erklarung. 

4 Bild 11 zeigt ein mit Wasser gefüll- 
tes. rechteckig gebogenes Rohr. Was 
geschieht. wenn das Rohr nur an der 
Stelle A. nur an der Stelle 8 oder nur 
an der Stelle C erhitzt wtrd? 

Welcher technischen Anlage ent- 
spricht dieser Versuchsaufbau? 



Figure 9-3 During the doy. convection couses on oiishorn breele 

Figure 9-4 At night. convection causes an offshore breeze. 

D I D  Y O U  K N O W ?  

In a tea kettle. only the water nearest 
the  elernent is heuted by  conduction. 
This hot water expands and rises by 
convection. Meanwhile, the 
surroundhg cold water sinks down 
closer to the element. This sets up a 
convection curent that graduolly mixes 
the cold and hot water. Finally, dl the 
water is heated to the same 
temperature (1 OO'C). and boiling tokes 
place. 



Hea t iransier 

Figure 9-7 A vacuum bottle 
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lnquiry Questions 
Suppose the bottle is filled with hot 
liquid and taken outdoors on a cold 
day. List the borriers that the heat 
energy will meet on its way. In what 
direction will heat energy travel? 
Repeat Question 1 for a bottle filled 
with cold liquid and taken outdoors 
on a hot day. 
Can a vacuum boffle prevent heat 
transfer completely? Explain your 
answer. 

The Amencari pub 
scientist, Benjamin 
Franklin stove in the 
essentially a w 
fireplace. The smo 
chimney, and th 
transferred heat throeghout the room 
orimarilv bv convectidn and radiation. 



\-feaI lronsfer 

Figure 9-8 A hot water heating system 
depends mainly on convection to tfansfer 
heut. but conduction and radiation are olso 
involved. 
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Hot Water Heating Sysrenis 
As you can see in Figure 9-8, the source 
of heat for this system is a fire in the 
fumace. This heat is transferred fiom the 
hirnace to the rooms in the house mainly 
by the convection of water. 

First, cold water is heated in pipes 
that pass through the himace. The 
heated water expands and becomes l e s  
dense. This sets up a convection current. 
The warm water moves up the pipes to 
f i l  I metal containers called radiators. 

In the radiators, conduction transfers 
heat from the hot water to the rnetal. 
Radiation transfers heat from the hot 
metal to the air in the roorn. Heating the 
air sets up a second convection current 
tliat transfers heat through the room. 

Meanwhile, the water in the radiator 
loses much of its heat energy. As the hot 
water cools down, its molecules crowd 
close together. Convection currents then 
carry the denser, cooler water back to the 

Fo rced Air Heaticig Systems 
In this system, heat is transferred from 
the fumace to the rooms of the home 
mainly by tlie movement of hot air. The 
tirst hot air Iieating systems relied solely 
on natural convection currents to move 
the air through a house. Heaied air from 
the fumace rose naturally up through the 
hot air ducts to the rooms above. As the 
warm air gave up its heat to the rooms, 
it becarne cooler and more dense. Then it 
was pulled by gravity down the cold air 
return pipe and back to the furnace for 
reheating. The problem with the early 
system was that the air did not flow fast 
enough. Rooms farther away from the 
fumace were too co1d. 

Today, we use a forced air heating 
system that has a blower fan to 
irnprove the flow of air. (See Figure 
9-9.) The result is increased eficiency 
and comfort throughout the house. 

Figure 9-9 A forced air heating system uses 
a blower fan to ossist naturat convection 
currents. 
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